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Flexible business models applied to products and systems in the field of security systems
with different Technologiy Readiness Levels
Valeri Panevski
Institute of Metal Science Equipment and Technologies with Hydro- and Aerodynamics Centre “Acad. A Balevski” at the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences, 67 Shipchenski Prohod Street, 1574 Sofia, Bulgaria
panevski@ims.bas.bg
Abstract: The growing importance of business models (BM) is primarily due to significant changes in competitive conditions for business
over the past two decades. The creation of BM in the development of security systems is a structured approach that is consistent with the
characteristics of security objects.
At the same time, in the international aspect, in the field of intelligent security systems, the practice of systematic application of different
levels of the Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) scale is required, which allows security systems technology to develop from concept to
research, development and implementation. Iterations between different levels of TRL are possible, especially during the development phase.
Namely the study of the flexible application of BM in the development of security systems and their connection with the TRL is the purpose of
this paper.
Key words: BUSINESS MODELS, INTELLIGENT SECURITY SYSTEMS, PERIPHERAL SECURITY SYSTEMS

1.

As a natural result, the establishment of competence centre
(CC) in our country takes a leading role in planning, structuring and
negotiating these partnerships between research institutes,
universities, small high-tech companies, mid-market companies and
large companies. One of the centers of competence is Project
BG05M2OP001-1.002-0006 "Quantum Communication, Intelligent
Security Systems and Risk Management" (Quasar), funded by the
Operational Program "Science and Education for Smart Growth",
co-financed by the European Union through the European Structural
and investment funds.

Introduction

The production skills and resources, seen as the heart of a
business organization's core competencies, are no longer sufficient
on their own to create a sustainable competitive advantage. In more
and more industries, organizations need to combine the benefits of
efficiency gained through careful management of capabilities and
resources with increasing efficiency.
The other main set of problems faced by business organizations
is related to how best to use the resources of the business network.
To do this, it is necessary to promote effective communication
between the many participants within the business network.
Effective communications can stimulate innovative solutions to
changing customer needs in highly competitive markets. This has
important implications for science, education and business
organizations, as interconnections in business networks suggest
opportunities for direct contact with end-users.

CC today faces an unstable environment, short product life
cycles and changing customer requirements, which is especially
important in high-tech areas. In such environments, focusing solely
on technological and product innovation is not enough to gain a
competitive advantage. Instead, partner organizations need
innovative business models to stand out from their competitors.
CC working in sectors such as security systems development
need to do business in a rapidly changing environment shaped by
market and technology uncertainties, high risks and intense
competition. Partner organizations are characterized by a high level
of innovation, intensive research and development (R&D) costs,
highly qualified staff, participation in cooperative networks and a
rapid pace of aging of products and technologies. Therefore,
flexibility is needed to redefine business strategies continuously and
to find new ways to gain a competitive advantage. This can be
achieved by developing a flexible and profitable business model
that: be reviewed regularly; develop a unique value proposition and
work together with partners to pursue new opportunities and
strengthen the CC's position in the value chain - a smart business
model that has the ability to be as flexible as needed.

In this regard, it is not uncommon for organizations specializing
in science, education and business to generate significant revenues
through partnerships. The big challenge for their management teams
is to reconcile the interests of the organizations with the interests of
the partnerships. Such alignment can only be achieved when
considerable attention is paid to building the right business model
for a partnership in the development of intelligent security systems
(ISS). Proven experience in the development of ISS has leading
researchers from the Institute of Metal Science Equipment and
Technologies with Hydro- and Aerodynamics Center "Acad. A.
Balevski”-BAS.[1÷8]
Successful international practice has identified a number of
building blocks for joint business models for security systems and
has synthesized the allocation approach into three main joint
business models: sharing, specialization, and distribution. Each of
these models has specific characteristics for value creation, value
acquisition and value delivery.

Significant support for the successful functioning of the CC's
flexible business model in the development of ISS can be provided
by the use of the scale with technology readiness levels (TRL).
Technology readiness levels are an important process to understand
because they can further help CC identify and apply for national
and international funding programs at various research stages of ISS
development. Many European and international R&D funding
programs use TRL as an eligibility component designed to define
precise stages of development. This funding can support projects to
advance technological product innovation at a higher stage of
development.

Partnerships in the development of security systems can bring
added value to organizations, allowing them to use a wider network
of promising assets and markets and helping them gain trust and
prestige in society. For those involved in partner structures, this
means developing relationships with customer-oriented business
and other organizations that can work together to build their brand
and become part of their referral base. Building relationships is an
essential part of doing business and is especially important for
organizations in developing and manufacturing security systems.
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2. A variant of the business model applied to the
products and systems in the field of security systems

stimulating networking and knowledge transfer;


acquisition of funding from third countries (including EU
sources);

The establishment and operation of CC in our country, such as
QUASAR, plays a leading role in planning, structuring and
negotiating these relationships between research organizations,
universities, small high-tech companies, mid-market companies and
large companies. The proper development of the business models of
the centers of competence plays an essential role in this direction.



provision of research infrastructure;



providing market information (TAFTIE, 2016).

3. Possible application of the scale for
technological readiness levels in support of the
business model

The main operational objective of the CC is to strengthen
cooperation between research organizations, universities and
industry, thus accelerating the innovation process and achieving
economic growth. The timely development of the BM for the
activities for which it was created is of particular importance for the
proper functioning of the CC. As a disciplinary framework that
mediates between applied research, technical and economic fields,
the BM concept provides a useful way to connect all activities
during the process of developing of ISS.

The TRL scale measures the maturity of the technology, from
level 1 (concept assessment) to level 9 (successful implementation).
Each of the nine levels demonstrates a clear cornerstone in the
project development phase, where significant activities are carried
out. While some stages do not apply to some projects, most research
and development projects go through each of the nine levels until
they are successfully integrated into the market.

This is just as important as the experiments that are conducted
to assess the risks in technology. The role of BM must become part
of the new dominant logic for managing the commercialization of
technology. The main motives on which the development of the BM
framework is based are related to the creation of a technological and
business platform for ISS, through which to present the
management of research (Figure 1) for ISS models developed under
the QUASAR Project, with the participation of current partners.

Technology readiness levels are an important process to
understand because they can further help businesses identify and
apply for national and international funding programs at various
research stages. Many European and international R&D funding
programs use TRL as an eligibility component designed to define
precise stages of development. This funding can support projects to
advance technological product innovation at a higher stage of
development.
In accordance with the standard ISO 16290: 2013 [9] TRL scale
can be useful in many areas, as follows:

for early monitoring of basic or specific technological
developments serving a future mission or family of future missions;

to provide the status regarding the technical readiness of a
future project, as an input for the decision-making process for the
implementation of the project;


to monitor technological progress during development.

The benefits of TRL for innovation under EU operational
programs are numerous for organizations that have been using them
for several decades:

TRLs are useful for facilitating communication about the
state of the art. In this way can be facilitated cooperation in such a
diverse and multicultural place as the EU. Science and engineering
education and corporate culture are diverse and fragmented in
European countries. Terminology at EU level, encouraged by the
funding of Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe, can be very
important by creating a common terminology framework, provided
that the currently missing discipline-specific evaluation frameworks
are established.

TRL scale is effective in technology selection and supply
in areas where guidelines have been developed. This can be
concluded from the fact that the acceptance in the defense and space
industry is very wide and from the lack of critical documents in this
regard. TRL provides a ready-made procurement strategy for
organizations, obliging assessments and allocating risks to lower
visible levels. In addition to supporting such solutions, it also helps
by implicitly providing a common documentation scheme for the
purchased technology.

Figure 1: Framework of the business model for research and
innovation management for the development of ISS under the
QUASAR project
Competence centres can apply good practices, separate from the
work of the research and development program, with a focus on:


TRL scale is effective in technology selection and supply
in areas where guidelines have been developed. This can be
concluded from the fact that the acceptance in the defense and space
industry is very wide and from the lack of critical documents in this
regard. TRL provides a ready-made procurement strategy for
organizations, obliging assessments and allocating risks to lower
visible levels. In addition to supporting such solutions, it also helps
by implicitly providing a common documentation scheme for the
purchased technology.


use of research results through intellectual property rights
and individual products;


training of doctoral students;


dissemination of research results through publications,
conferences, etc .;
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HORIZON-CL3-2022-INFRA-01-02:
Autonomous
systems used for infrastructure protection - activities are expected
to achieve TRL 6-7 by the end of the project (General Annex B).

As an in-house technology categorization tool and strategy
support tool, it is used to enable the approach to technology
guidance, risk management, technology assessment by independent
countries through the provision of guidance and the safe transfer
and acquisition of technology. However, EU policy documents do
not contain a strategy for combining technological impetus and
attracting programs. In fact, the aim seems to be to apply an
innovative value chain that allows technologies to mature all the
way from TRL 1 to 9. In the current EU strategy, maturing projects
must always show potential exploitation (demonstrating some kind
of market attraction). ) of their results and it appears that the risk of
technology failure, which may affect a significant part of the
technology, has not been recognized.

Call - Disaster-Resilient Society 2022

HORIZON-CL3-2022-DRS-01-02:
Enhanced
preparedness and management of High-Impact Low-Probability or
unexpected events - activities are expected to achieve TRL 4-5 by
the end of the project General Annex B);

HORIZON-CL3-2022-DRS-01-03: Improved quality
assurance / quality control of data used in decision-making related
to risk management of natural hazards, accidents and CBRN events
- activities are expected to achieve TRL 6-8 by the end of the
project (General Annex B).

In addition, the introduction of TRL as a tool for innovation
policy in areas where there are no established best practices for
TRL has raised some practical issues. There is a controversial
question about how to calculate the TRL level of a system that has
elements with different TRL levels. Furthermore, since the level of
technical readiness must be understood in the context of a particular
application, one technology has multiple levels of TRL at the same
time, as there are multiple applications.


HORIZON-CL3-2022-CS-01-01: Improved monitoring of
threats, intrusion detection and response in complex and
heterogeneous digital systems and infrastructures - activities are
expected to achieve TRL 7 by the end of the project (General
Annex B);

Continuing use of the TRL scale approach in HORIZON
EUROPE project proposals


HORIZON-CL3-2022-CS-01-03: Transition towards
Quantum-Resistant Cryptography - activities are expected to
achieve TRL 6 by the end of the project (General Annex B).

Call - Increased cybersecurity 2022

Although descriptions of TRL levels and the objective
information derived from them are very useful in technology
development, they say nothing about how a technology integrates
into a complete system. This means that, together with the
successful use of TRL metrics to assess the maturity of
technological development, it can be stated with sufficient certainty
that TRL: - does not provide a complete picture of the difficulty of
integrating a technology object or subsystem into an operating
system; - does not include guidelines on the uncertainty that can be
expected when going through the TRL stages; - does not provide a
technique for comparative analysis of alternative TRLs.

The EU's Horizon Europe Research and Innovation Framework
Program 2021-2027 uses the TRL scale as an indicator to better
position the projects announced in the program (as expressed in
Horizon Europe's annual work programs). A key conclusion with
regard to the TRL scale is that it only assesses the maturity of an
individual technology. As can be seen from the various descriptions
of TRL (Figure 2), it covers technology, starting with the basic
principles and ending with the evaluation of the concept by model
validation, then demonstrating a prototype and finally for successful
project implementation.

Usually many products go through different stages of the TRL
scale in their life cycle. Repetitions between different levels of TRL
may be required, especially during the development phase, although
it is not limited to this. TRL is perceived as an effective way to
indicate the stage of development of a technology or product.
Horizon 2020 chooses the TRL scale as an indicator for better
positioning of the projects announced in the program. In this regard,
I can say that a higher TRL in the text of the call clearly means that
the EC is looking for a more workable solution within the project.
In addition, a lower TRL in the text of the call indicates an
expectation of a more basic research project, etc. Another use of
TRL is an indication of the level of maturity of a technology /
product / process at the beginning of the project (project starting
point). Simply put, this means that the funding scheme is not
suitable for R&D-intensive projects specific to products positioned
at lower TRL levels.
As the complexity of systems (technological integration)
increases, there must be a reliable method and basic starting point
for integration that allows TRLs to combine together to develop
these complex systems. Namely, levels of readiness for integration
can be considered as a coherent measurement of compatib le
interactions for different technologies and consistent comparison of
maturity between points of integration.

Figure 2: Technology Readiness Levels [10]
For example, for the open calls under Work Program 20212022, 6. Civil Security for Society [11], are required TRL, as
follows:

4.

Conclusion

There are many compelling reasons to develop your own BM
and as a result to innovate in the process. Having a business model
usually requires a fundamental change in the way the organization
works and thinks. Therefore, innovations in BM have an extremely
high potential for sustainable increase in competitiveness and
success. Applied in the construction and subsequent operation of the

Call - Resilient Infrastructure 2022

HORIZON-CL3-2022-INFRA-01-01:
Nature-based
Solutions integrated to protect local infrastructure - Activities are
expected to achieve TRL 4-5 by the end of the project (General
Annex B);

5
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QUASAR project, BM is expected to present in real conditions the
competitive advantage of cooperation between academic, university
and industrial organizations.

[6] Tumbarska A., “Trends in the development of non-lethal
technologies and protection systems” IMSETHC-BAS, 2020, ISBN:
978-619-7466-07-2, pages 402;

At the same time, technology readiness levels, as a method of
understanding the technical maturity of technology during its
acquisition phase, allow researchers to have a consistent reference
base for understanding technological evolution, regardless of their
technical experience. TRL supports the organizations developing
ISS for Critical Infrastructure, incl. and the QUASAR Competence
Centre, for participation in international and national projects, in
order to develop modern security systems in a short time and
provide them through the market to interested users. TRL supports
the established key partnerships in the person of the QUASAR
Competence Centre for appropriate participation in the procedures
under the Public Procurement Act for development and delivery of
ISS.

[7] Kolarov AP, Georgiev NL, Boychev Y., “The magnetic
signature of ships in the management of the security and safety
environment”, Proceedings of the VII International Scientific
Conference “HIGH TECHNOLOGIES. BUSINESS. SOCIETY
2022”, YEAR VI, ISSUE 1 (10), STUME, 2022, ISSN: 2535-0005
(PRINT), 2535-0013 (ONLINE), pp. 24-27;
[8] Nikolova Valentina Stefanova, Yaneva Svetlana,
“Individual means of protection of the head used in military and
anti-terrorist operations in critical infrastructure”, Proceedings of
the Annual University Scientific Conference. NMU “V.Levski”,
ISSN 2367-7481, 2021, 1177-1185, 2021, ISSN: ISSN 2367-7481,
pp. 1177-1185.
[9] ISO 16290: 2013 “Space systems - Definition of the
Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) and their criteria of the
assessment scale for TRL”;

Namely, through the joint application of the business model and
the scale for the levels of technological readiness, the development
of intelligent security systems for CIs and strategic sites of national
importance will be achieved in a short time, which means improved
security of the society.

[10] Horizon Europe - Work Programme 2021-2022, General
Annexes, Annex B — Eligibility, European Commission Decision
C(2021)1940 of 31 March 2021;
[11] EN, Horizon Europe, Work Programme 2021-2022, 6.
Civil Security for Society, (European Commission Decision
C(2021)9128 of 15 December 2021).
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A variant of the risk profile of a business model in the development of intelligent security
systems
Valeri Panevski
Institute of Metal Science Equipment and Technologies with Hydro- and Aerodynamics Centre “Acad. A. Balevski” at the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences, 67 Shipchenski Prohod Street, 1574 Sofia, Bulgaria
panevski@ims.bas.bg
Abstract: Business models (BMs) are business plans used by an organization to create, deliver, and acquire value. There is a strong need
in different areas of business to develop a better understanding of BM's risks. The appropriate risk framework would support the full range
of risk management capabilities, namely identifying key risks, quantifying and, finally, managing those risks.
Therefore, in developing the organization's BM, it is necessary to create a better understanding of the risks associated with the
development of security systems. The proposal for a variant of the BM risk profile framework for the establishment of security systems is
the content of this publication.
Keywords: RISK PROFILE, BUSINESS MODEL

1.

Introduction

2.
Understanding the risk profile of the
organization

The business model contains risks at three levels: the element of
the business model, the relationships between the elements and the
whole system.

For many organizations, the risk assessment process focuses on
the severity of the impact of potential future events on the
achievement of business objectives and the likelihood that these
events will occur within a certain time horizon. Covering the
assessment of available data, indicators and information, as well as
the application of assessment by well-informed managers, the
process is intuitive for most people and provides a rough profile of
the organisation's risks [1].

Relationship risks are compatibility risks that indicate potential
inconsistencies between parts of the business model. For example,
customer value based on a series of new, innovative offerings may
be inherently incompatible with rigorous organizational decisionmaking processes or limited access to talent; the profit model based
on customer locking can be risky when control of the locking
platform is shared between more than a handful of other economic
actors; or it may be risky when the core technology of the locking
platform faces a growing threat from a substitute.

But there are some problems with the traditional approach to
risk description, namely:

As the process is often influenced by past experience, it
can allow individual biases to influence evaluation, encourage
group thinking and anticipate non-standard thinking;

The risks of the system take into account sources of danger or
uncertainty that have a direct impact on the whole model - for
example, public opinion, which tends to influence the formation of
policy in favor of a competitive business model. More importantly,
systemic risks capture those risks that can be missed at the levels of
the business model elements and their relationships.


The risk assessment process is a linear assessment of the
moment that does not consider the unique risk characteristics of the
organization. In other words, the process introduces risks with
different characteristics and considerations into the time horizon of
a common analytical framework. Although this process may be
convenient, it is not sustainable enough to add value continuously
over time;

On the other hand, each business model has inherent value and
thus the risks of the business model can affect this value. For each
profit-making business model, it is assumed that its value is
determined and embedded in the strategic logic of the various parts
of the model. The exchange model assumes not only the size of the
potential market, but also the share of market value that belongs to
the organization through its competitive differentiation and control
over the network of values.


The process does not provide much guidance to relevant
risk owners on appropriate risk responses. It is a common practice
for risk owners to express dissatisfaction with the lack of effective
understandings arising from the process. The point is that it is not
uncommon for traditional risk assessments to cause difficulties,
leaving decision-makers with a list of risks and little understanding
of what to do next.

The organizational model with roles and responsibilities,
activity systems and business processes determine how company
resources are used, whether management is effective and how
adaptable the organization is in a dynamic environment. The
resource model defines the resources on which the company
exploits its market and organizational advantages. It also determines
what value the company can assign and for how long. The financial
model demonstrates one or more of the profit logics for the entire
business model: premium pricing, low operating costs and efficient
use of assets.


The process practically does not offer a decision on what
to do with exposure to extreme events, the so-called high impact,
low probability risks. These events often cause the most damage if
and when they occur unexpectedly, especially if the organization is
unprepared.
There is a place for traditional approaches to risk assessment in
creating awareness and obtaining a quick overview of risk.
However, the question arises as to whether the process should
address all risks through the prism of the same assessment
methodology? [1]

The considerations presented so far help to structure the risk
profile of BM within the strategic management of an organization.
The preparation of a business model for the development of
Intelligent Security Systems (ISS) in the conditions of the
Competence Center „Quantum Communication, Intelligent Security
and Risk Management Systems“ (Quasar) will contribute to the
timely identification of related risks.

As traditional approaches lose their usefulness over time as a
source of new insight, sustainable assessment mechanisms should
be considered, taking into account the unique characteristics of the
different risk categories - strategic, operational, financial and
compliance.
Strategic risks
7
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Is there a possibility that our positioning in the value
chain can be replaced by a competitor or an alternative business
model?

Strategic uncertainties are the risks that the business model is
not effectively aligned with the strategy and that one or more future
events may invalidate the fundamental assumptions underlying the
business strategy and the long-term perspective of management.
These risks relate mainly to the external environment (competitors,
customers, technological innovation, regulatory requirements, etc.)
and require the use of an opposite approach to analysis applied to
the critical assumptions underlying the strategy, consisting of four
steps:


It should be borne in mind that the likelihood of a risk event is
not as important in assessing the exposure to catastrophic events as
the organization's preparedness to respond.
The above operational risk analysis is the point at which risk
assessment begins to intersect with Business Continuity
Management and Crisis Management.

Critical assumptions determination;

Financial risks


Development of opposing claims describing potential
scenarios that could invalidate one or more strategic assumptions;

Financial risks refer to cash flows and financial risks that are
not profitably managed, related to:


Using scenario analysis and stress tests to select the
opposite statements that are most likely to have the greatest impact
on the validity of the organization's strategy, if they occur;


Increasing the availability of cash and minimizing
liquidity risk;


Determining the consequences of conflicting high-impact
statements to determine trend indicators and other indicators that
the organization can use to monitor the environment for signs that
the most worrying scenarios are either evolving or have arisen.


Reducing the uncertainty of currency, interest rate, credit
and other financial risks;

Move money quickly and without loss of value where it is
most needed.

Strategic uncertainty is often associated with destructive
change. Time to action on strategic risks is a valuable asset in a
dynamic environment that arises from timely recognition and allows
management to take advantage of critical opportunities and risks
arising from destructive change. As the rate of disruption increases,
time to action provides management with the ability to face the
future with confidence by identifying emerging trends and
formulating options to deal with these trends in advance rather than
at the time of implementation.

Due to their nature, these risks are more susceptible to the use
of measurement tools and techniques, including financial modeling,
scenario planning, risk value frameworks and ongoing monitoring
against budgets and forecasts. Financial risk assessment techniques
include assessments of the exposure of financial and physical assets
to loss and the susceptibility of operations to discontinuation. While
some of these techniques can facilitate the assessment of strategic
and operational risks, their main focus on financial risks is twofold managing liquidity and delivering expected financial results.

Operational risks
Operational risk (OR) refers to one or more future events that
impair the effectiveness of the business model to create value for
customers and achieve expected financial results. OR requires an
expanded view of the organization, given their impact on the value
chain, and assess the root causes of significant performance gaps,
resulting in the identification and implementation of process
improvements.

Compliance
These are the risks of non-compliance with laws, regulations,
internal policies, leading to sanctions, fines, increased costs, lost
revenue, market sanctions and loss of reputation. They require an
analysis of the organization's compliance with these requirements
and arrangements. Instead of meaningless speculation about
probabilities, companies should consider the effects of
nonconformity events on the following factors:

This perspective of the organization attaches importance to
expanded business relationships - upstream, downstream and
downstream, downstream to customers and end users, as well as
logistics connecting all points in the value chain - in addition to
internal processes, personnel and systems. The analysis aims to
understand the risk of losing any of these key links in the chain.


The adequacy of the organization's policies, procedures
and culture in terms of compliance from a regulatory and industrial
point of view;

Impact on reputation (eg fines, penalties, loss of revenue,
court fees and other costs), loss of market capitalization, loss of
markets, “spotlight” effect, etc .;

The assessment of the OR includes addressing issues such as
[1]:

What would happen if one of these vital operational
components was taken away due to damage or unexpected
catastrophic loss?


The speed of the impact, including whether the effects of
non-compliance can occur without warning and how quickly the
effects can escalate and gain momentum, attracting the attention of
the media and regulators;


What is the rate of impact of these risks, including
whether the loss of a critical component may occur without
warning?

suddenly?



The duration of the impact (the time (as a duration) during
which the non-compliance will affect the organization);

Will it occur gradually or will it occur


The organization's readiness to respond (resilience in
response to a non-compliance event).

What is the durability of the impact of these risks?

Although compliance and operational risk assessment
frameworks may appear to take such factors into account, the key
distinction for operational risk assessment is the use of a
comprehensive view of the entity.


What is the length of time before the lost component is
replaced?

What response plans are in place to deal with the loss of a
critical component indefinitely?

Integration of the composite risk profile


What uncompensated risks do we face throughout the
value chain and how well do we manage them?

Appropriate approaches applied to different risk categories,
according to the main risk characteristics, help to identify the most
significant risks within these categories. Next, these approaches
should fuel the process of consolidating management to formulate
8
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an organization-wide risk profile, bringing together the most
significant risks in each risk category, to provide a consolidated
summary of several vital critical risks. Applying analytical
frameworks that are best suited to address the unique risk
characteristics of the organization is an effective and efficient
approach to integrating risk management with core business
management processes. By engaging the appropriate managers who
are best placed to perform risk assessments using analytical
frameworks, they are more likely to act based on the results of the
assessment.

According to the business plan, there is an expected level of
value that accrues to the customer using the product or service. This
is found, for example, in customer surveys before start. The risk is
that the actual value offer provided decreases significantly or does
not materialize, which leads to loss of customers or inability to
attract new customers.
Customer relationships
In line with the business plan, there is expected to be a set of
customer relationships (supported by resources and activities).
Risks related to customer relationships: internal or external factors
that negatively affect communication so as to prevent it from
serving its intended purpose (damage to reputation, poor
performance) or an unexpected increase in the cost of supporting
the relationship.

Managers of innovative BMs face a common challenge due to
the fact that new BM concepts are often seen as low-value
opportunities because they do not fit the organization's prevailing
business model. However, by structuring the right cooperative
relationships (cooperation between QUASAR project partners), a
BM can be developed that provides the necessary benefits.

Customer segments

Business models are the business plans used by the organization
to create, deliver and acquire value. There is a strong need in
different areas of business to develop a better understanding of
BM's risks. The right risk framework would support the full range
of risk management capabilities, namely identifying key risks,
quantifying and, finally, managing those risks.

Customer segmentation becomes a risk when it no longer
optimally reflects the reality of the customer base or how the
internal structure of the organization corresponds to that customer
base. The impact of such a mismatch will be downstream such as
inefficient or inappropriate distribution, reduced product
attractiveness, etc., which will ultimately affect revenue. Changes in
customer behavior and expectations can be for a variety of reasons.
Assessing the risk of inappropriate segmentation requires an
analysis of current and historical patterns of customer behavior and
expectations.

Therefore, in developing the organization's BM, it is necessary
to create a better understanding of the risks associated with BM
development. The proposed risk identification framework (Figure 1)
would improve the ability to manage potential risks.

Key resources
As outlined in the business plan, the list of necessary resources
should be available to stakeholders and contribute, as intended, to
the implementation of the planned tasks. Resource risks manifest
themselves as the realization that these expectations are not being
met.
Channels
Distribution channels are expected to be available and
operational according to the business plan. The risk is that
distribution channels become inefficient and fail to achieve their
goal.
Cost structure
The business plan includes an estimated structure of expected
costs, which takes into account current and historically observed
levels of costs. A major risk factor related to the cost structure is
that variable costs will be higher than expected. In turn, higher
variable costs may depend on: higher levels of compensation due to
labor market conditions; external market prices for resources or
services, etc.
Revenue streams

Figure 1: BM Risk Profile Framework

It is expected that the revenue stream will be sufficient to cover
all costs and provide a profit margin. Deviations from this
expectation (leading to unprofitability in the activities of the
organization and even insolvency) pose risks to revenue. Revenue
risks materialize through missed sales targets (volumes) or inability
to maintain prices.

There are various publications presenting the risk profile in the
development of business models, as a basis for determining the risk
profile in the guiding study is applied the concept of the “Open Risk
Manual”.[2]
Description of the risk profile framework
Key partners

In addition, we should not forget the competition, which
increases the risk profile of each business model, emphasizing
virtually all elements of the business model. The current level of
competition and the corresponding distribution of market share
should be included in the business plan as expected. Uncertainty is
related to unfavorable (for the organization) development of the
ability of existing or new competitors to increase market share or
work more profitably.

The business plan has a list of partners who are expected to
provide (supply) critical resources or activities. Risks associated
with partnerships include unexpected developments in relationships
that deviate from the plan.
Key activities
According to the business plan, it is expected that there are
sufficient resources to allow the necessary activities to be
performed as expected during the planned period.

Last but not least, the development of the BM Risk profile
framework is based both on the experience of leading international
specialists in the field and on the proven research experience in the
scientific development of security systems by representatives of the

Value proposition
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Institute of Metal Science Equipment and Technologies with
Hydro- and Aerodynamics Center “Acad. A. Balevski”at the BAS
[3-9].

3.

[6] Lichkov N. G, Dimitrov D.L., Mihail Hristov, Stoyanov
I., “CLASSIFICATION OF CHAIN TECHNIQUE AS A SOURCE
OF DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE SEISMIC OSCILLATIONS
IN DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES”, 2020 , NTS in Mechanical
Engineering, 2020, ISSN: 2603-2945, pp. 21-24;

Conclusion

[7] Ventsislav Pehlivanski, “Tests in the process of designing
protection systems”, IMSETHC-BAS, 2020, ISBN: 978-619-188359-2, pages 169;

Although cooperation in research and innovation can solve
technical, design and marketing uncertainties, cooperation itself
carries its own set of risks. These risks may affect the assessment of
the BM concept, but are often ignored or obscured in the
assumptions of the business case. As not all risks or their weight
can be foreseen, the best way is to leave the door open in the
commitment to cooperation by investing gradually in the
development of products and systems.

[8] Varbanov Vladimir, „Modelling uncertainty in
multisensory systems at conflict measurements with dempstershafer
combinatorial rule“, International Scientific Journal “Mathematical
Modelling”, 5, 3, STUME, 2021, ISSN:2603-2929, pp. 104-105;
[9] Nikolova V, Ivanov I, Damyanova L., „Technical
requirements and test methods of elements of equipmentspecialized security remedies firefighters in incident critical
infrastructure“, International Scientific Journal “Security&Future”,
STUME, 5, 1, 2021, ISSN 2535-0668, 32-35, 2021, ISSN:25350668, pp. 32-35.

The motivation to improve BM's risk management also comes
from various areas of economic activity, as business models are at
the core of any organization. Also, the challenge of defining the
business risk profile stems not only from the lack of a common
definition of what constitutes a BM, but also from the lack of
methodologies for determining the exact impact of the competitive
landscape.
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computing solutions; detection and destruction of simulated cruise
missiles; utilization of tanker aircraft to perform tactical C2 by
relaying data from older, fourth-generation fighters to newer, fifthgeneration aircraft; linking allied nations into combined air
operations and also testing allied capabilities to perform long-range
strike missions while simultaneously utilizing aircraft for airbase
defense missions. [3]

1. Introduction
By today, Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) has become the
most widely discussed way of warfighting against a near-peer
adversary during the discourse of military science of the Alliance.
In a former paper of the author the essence of MDO has already
been discussed [1]. Now this time, proceeding forward in this topic
the aim of this paper is to present, explain and summarize some
elements of MDO regarding Air Power or Air Component. The
author is motivated on the one hand because of his profession and
field of research, and on the other hand because Air Power creates
effects in all domains: land, sea, air, space, cyberspace and in the
electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) as well.

In 2019, the Doolittle Series specifically examined MultiDomain Command and Control (MDC2) with the hypothesis that:
The Air Force must modernize rules, responsibilities, relationships,
authorities and tactics, techniques and procedures to effectively
command and control MDO to converge air, space, and cyber
capabilities to meet the challenges of these contested domains.
Doolittle Series used an assisted table top exercise format with three
teams:

In the above mentioned article the main focus of this
warfighting concept has been articulated: calibrated force posture,
multi-domain formations, and convergence. In other words, to be
able to create the proper effects to achieve a specific goal, the
eligible part of the forces and means should be employed; a
versatile, resilient and potent task force needs to be created; and a
synchronized, cooperative or rather synergistic, and efficient
command and control system.





2. Joint All-Domain Command and Control
In a large scale conflict, command and control (C2) systems
would face great challenges due to the speed and complexity of a
war against near-peer adversaries. MDO concept was initiated in the
US Army as a response to the threat posed by Russia and China. If
the US military starts to think about such change in their
warfighting paradigm following the former war on terror and
irregular warfare, the whole Alliance should at least follow the
upcoming trend. Clashing with such a gigantic enemy requires the
above mentioned, quasi almighty C2 system, so that should be
synchronized, synergistic, and efficient actuating structure. To
realize simultaneous cross-domain operations will require a new
approach to battle management and the supporting C2 architecture
required to rapidly find, fix, and finish large sets of mobile
adversary targets. Today, such synchronization at speed is difficult
if not impossible. [2]

Team #1 was to maintain the “Status Quo,”
organization and policy, but was allowed to tweak the
current C2 architecture.
Team #2 was to be the “Status Quo Redesigned”
team. It was encouraged to modify “within the box”
the current C2 architecture and use likely technology.
Team #3 was “Clean Sheet Unconstrained” by present
policy and encouraged to look at technology within
the realm of the possible.

Here, the emphasis is rather on the findings of Team #3. Team
members have found that the benefits of a C2 system that serving
MDO might be: component commanders of a campaign are
unconstrained by geographic constraints; AI-maintained combat
plans and orders enable expedited planning cycles, flexible
targeting, faster data-to-decision makers, and repetitive simulation
war-gaming; effects driven accomplishment of flexible, tailored,
and AI-informed operations across all levels of competition and
conflict, unifies allies, and incorporates all domains. As with any
structure, this also can have shortcomings like: MDOC network
infrastructure introduces additional center of gravity critical
dependency; risk to mission/force are distributed between standing
and campaign commanders; administrative and authority
complications due to vast amount of stakeholders. [5]

There are initiatives that aim and/or envision these
requirements. We can find such vision specifically out of the Air
Power or as a joint proposal as well. For first, take a look at the
initiative of the Air Power. The Advanced Battle Management
System (ABMS) is the U.S. Air Force‟s latest effort to create a
next-generation C2 system. ABMS proposes using cloud
environments and new communications methods to allow Air and
Space Force systems to share data seamlessly using artificial
intelligence to enable faster decision making. The Air Force
describes ABMS as its effort to create an internet of things, which
would allow for sensors and C2 systems to be disaggregated from
one another (counter to how the Air Force has traditionally
performed C2). This program is the Air Force‟s contribution to the
DOD‟s Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) effort
focused on modernizing DOD decision making processes for
combat operations. The Air Force has performed five events to date
to demonstrate the new C2 capabilities it hopes to eventually field.
The demonstrations‟ scope covered data transmission using cloud

Of course, there is an initiative that goes beyond one single
service‟s needs. Synchronization at great speed requires highly
complex, unifying decision making and C2 system to satisfy and
exploit all the services/components. Such endeavor is called joint all
domain command and control (JADC2). Moving toward true MDO
will necessitate drive development of a new approach to C2, as the
existing approach is still a system of deconfliction rather than a
system of integration. [2]
On the one hand creating fresh decision making and C2 systems
is a tabula rasa, provides new opportunities and allows constructing
out of the box solutions. On the other hand, developing and
operating robust and truly integrated C2 systems shall require
getting over a number of significant setbacks. These consist of:
absence of common force design; platform-centric procurement;
service-based leadership and operations; inadequate emphasis on
C2 and technological provincialism. For JADC2 enhancing
interoperability and connectivity across systems might be critical
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enablers. C2 is not just about situational awareness, it is about how
and by whom decisions are made. Creating new technologies and
implementing new know-hows will not be enough for JADC2 to
succeed, changes in perceptions of operation, authorities, and
organizational paradigms will also be needed. Prior to turning
JADC2 into an operational reality, it must decided which guiding
core tenets can then be used as a foundation for experimentation
and prototyping. These guidelines ought to be like: organization
around role; active “task brokering”; task effectiveness assessments;
interoperability enabled by exchanging a minimal amount of
structured, high-impact information across a diverse set of users;
artificial intelligence for operational decision making; context-based
demonstrations for situational understanding. [2]

computing, big data analysis, high speed data transfer, automation,
artificial intelligence, digital and visual assistance and common
situational awareness for the entire integrated forces; supported by
the proper physical, cyber and electromagnetic protection.

3. Additional Ideas for MDO Regarding Air Power
From an airman‟s perspective Air Power and Air Forces are the
closest to operate by MDO concept. Air Forces provide support in
several ways to different services, or viewing through the lens of
MDO: creating effects in several domains. Waging aerial fights to
dominate the skies, conducting air-to-surface attacks to cause effect
on ground and seas, Air Forces may even generate effects on
underwater forces, on space capabilities or in the cyber and EMS as
well. When we turn the previous thoughts around, Air Power
capabilities are also present at different services: land forces,
navies, special operation forces and so on, frequently possess
aircraft or air defense assets. The aircraft may be fixed- or rotary
winged, manned or remotely piloted, attack or utility craft. As a
starting point, Air Power could be the minimum common multiple
during the process of allied forces to generate multi domain force
structures.

In 2019, Air Combat Command Directorate of Plans, Programs
and Requirements asked RAND Project Air Force to examine and
recommend opportunities for applying JADC2. As it was mentioned
before, JADC2 as proposed integrates the planning, tasking, and
assessments of operations across the domains of space, information,
cyber, air, land, and sea. The study criticizes the current 72 hours
long air tasking cycle (ATC), saying that it works well in such fairly
steady-state operations as a strategic bombing campaign; strikes
against static, dug-in forces; support to preplanned ground
operations; etc. [6] It should be stated that 72 hours is a whole
cycle, where 48 hours are for planning and coordinating and 24
hours are for the execution and assessment of air operations.
Additionally, according to the regular battle rhythm not just one
cycle is in progress at a time, but three. The execution of a cycle is
in progress all the time, and two others are in planning phase (see
Fig. 1.).

In a publication the following can be found: traditional thinking
that rigidly aligns domains and components (land with the Army,
maritime with the Navy, and air with the Air Force) will not be
effective in the future. The complexity of current and future
operations requires breaking this pattern of thought in order to more
seamlessly integrate the unique capabilities of each component to
create the effects required to meet tactical, operational, and strategic
objectives. Operations occurring in the land domain must consider
effects in and through the air, maritime, cyber, and space domains,
and vice versa. [7] The statement of the first sentence is evidently
true, since both in practice and in the doctrines the cross-domain
effects can be found for a long time. As an airman, the author
remains at Air Power instances to illustrate these interdependencies.
During counter air operations (fighting for air dominance) not just
the Air Forces should struggle with the opposing Air Force, but any
other services that can be employed: Land Forces, Navy, Special
Operation Forces might be tasked against the surface elements of
the adversary‟s Air Force (air bases, radar sites, surface-to-air
missile sites, means of communication, etc.) as a contribution and
acceleration in establishing air superiority or air supremacy. To
achieve victory over the enemy‟s Land Forces, one‟s own Land and
Air Forces traditionally fight together and Air Forces conduct close
air support and air interdiction as air-to-surface attack missions.
Several other illustrations could be cited regarding, for example
data collection, or the effects of an airlift. The problematics of
cross-domain effects have long since been exceeded. The target of
today is to further integrate forces, to accelerate the creation of
effects and to make data transfer during decision making and
assessment much more seamless.

Fig. 1.: Air Tasking Cycle progresses related to each other.
The case the above occurs during a conflict, but under
competition (as MDO labels the peaceful state of the days other
than conflict) the quick reaction fighters must be airborne within a
maximum of 15 minutes on a 24/7/365 basis. Additionally, by
different methods the reaction time can be further decreased.
However, this capability has a mere air-to-air role, through Air
Power military capability can be projected just in a few minutes.
During a conflict a specific (smaller or larger) unit of aircraft might
be tasked against time sensitive targets (TSTs) with air-to-air, airto-surface, kinetic or non-kinetic roles enabling the Alliance to react
and than to act properly.

Since one main guideline of MDO is convergence (which is not
a distant notion from today‟s principle of „unity of effort‟) our
forces should converge towards the most possibly effective
structure without useless redundancies. It can be read in a number
of publications that US Army develops several capabilities which
contributes to its endeavor to become an MDO force. The Land
Forces‟ efforts cover long range precision strike missile
development, cruise missile improvements, unmanned aerial system
(UAS) upgrades, air defense and air surveillance enhancements and
so on. [8] [9] Instead of one service‟s transformation into MDO task
force, every organ of the military should offer its capabilities
through which a proper MDO task force could be built.

Notwithstanding, as every structure the ATC and the system of
air C2 could be further developed, upgraded of even redefined; not
all the good practices and know-how are outdated. As during all of
its history, Air Force and Air Power were always most effective
against centers of gravity (COG). It is the capabilities and
composition of the opposing party, which rather defines how
sophisticated our C2 system should be, not the characteristics of the
targets. Deliberate and time sensitive targets could be handled
already and for a long time, but the Alliance should be ready to
counter much more complex and potent adversary than it did before
or in the last couple of decades. So even more complex and
coherent forces ought to be generated, which are commanded and
controlled by a C2 system that integrates the elements not just
deconflicting them. This is how our forces shall transform from
joint forces into multi-domain or as envisioned all-domain forces.
To this end, cutting edge technology is desired like cloud

Air Power is an inherently cross-/multi- or maybe all-domain
part of armed forces as it was mentioned above. There would be
two ways: one is to create an air force which merely concentrates on
fighting for air dominance and conducting strategic attack against
COGs and other services possess different airborne cross domain
capabilities; or the other is to terminate the redundancies and letting
Air Force to be a traditionally all-domain service/component. Since
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its dawn, Air Power has abilities that create effects in multiple
domains according to the then current era of warfare. In the 1910s
only in air, land and sea, later also in EMS, space and cyber
domains. In greater militaries, the above mentioned redundancies
may be necessary, but during a mission of the Alliance, a
reconsidered way of pooling and sharing or pooling and force
generating method might be expedient.

superiority might be achieved and by well-organized cross-domain
effects against proper target sets paralysis could be induced since
we consider the adversary as a system. The MDO approach is not
about inventing new military capabilities either for Air Forces or the
whole military, but reorganize, harmonize and make the forces as
effective as possible.
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Targeting and the actions (operations) on the targets are also
central aspects regarding the approach of MDO. Today‟s targeting
cycle and methods are very efficient and well designed. Targeting is
like fuel for military operations. However, originally targeting is
most appropriate for Air Force operations, since during the targeting
cycle target folders are developed for long range weapon systems
and these target folders regularly contains high value and high payoff targets, centers of gravity, by now however, other than Air Force
services are also able to create effects immediately in the depths of
the enemy by long range precision missiles, air mobility operations
and so on.
The issue of today‟s targeting is being slow, more precisely, the
frequency of targeting board sessions. Apart from the six phases of
targeting cycle, the place of it in the battle rhythm is quite
infrequent. The one or two meetings of the targeting board during a
week is insufficient. At the same time, the political decision making
authority should be also channeled into the targeting process quasi
all the way. In the Alliance, NATO Military Committee approves
all the target folders after the target development process. Possibly,
a moderately prepared warfighting party possesses many target
folders about so called deliberate targets (like key industry
elements, bridges, power plants, air bases, and so on) but for
dynamic and time sensitive targeting the sessions of targeting
groups should be the continued.
This proposed continuity most likely demands a lot from the
human side. This is why the efforts of research and development
should focus on big data computing, computer automation, artificial
intelligence, and like. Those assets could foster the targeting
process and add fuel for military operations permanently.
During the early phases of a conflict, the struggle for airspace
dominance is in the focus of the operations due to creating a relative
safe environment for further military actions. This activity for
airspace dominance is called offensive counter air operations.
Doctrines says this is a joint endeavor and every/or most of the
possible capabilities should be aimed against the target set of the
adversary‟s air force and air defense (and against some others of
course, like communication, leadership, etc.). In order to create a
robust and swift effect on the enemy, the targets within this target
sets should be attacked relatively in the same time. To this end,
proper ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
capability, fastened and continuous targeting process and long range
precision fire capability is needed from multiple sources like
surface-to-surface, air-to-surface, sea-to ground and air-to-air
missiles as well.

5. Summary
From the perspective of this research, for enabling MDO a
potent and unifying C2 system, well designed cross-domain effects
and fast and responsive targeting are needed. Even if the thinking
and concept development of the era of warfighting after joint has
started in 2011, it is still a long way to develop a doctrine for multidomain operations. The efforts to create a novel method of warfare
against peer and near-peer adversary should be a combined, and not
conducted as a parallel research and development activity. Now it
seems that even creating a doctrine for MDO this would
complement today‟s procedures and will not overwrite them.

SUPPORTED BY THE ÚNKP-21-4-II-NKE-72 NEW NATIONAL
EXCELLENCE PROGRAM OF THE MINISTRY FOR
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY FROM THE SOURCE OF
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION FUND.

In a future war against peer and near-peer adversary by effective
and permanent ISR activity the information superiority could be
created, by information superiority and swift targeting, decision
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Abstract: The material offers a description of a type of system for counteracting large groups of low-flying targets, established at the
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a radio module for two-way communication and a GPS positioning
device (Figure 2).

1. Introduction
The development of aviation in the last decade has led to
the possibility of massive actions of large groups of air vehicles by
flying at low and extremely low altitudes. Typical cases in this
direction are the use of dozens of helicopters or dozens of drones in
missions in which they fly at altitudes of several tens to several
hundred meters. This is a serious challenge for the protection of
military sites and critical infrastructure [1,2,3], and in addition to
detecting and identifying these types of targets, their widespread use
creates problems for the system to neutralize them.
For this purpose, the Institute of Metal Science,
equipment, and technologies with Center for Hydro- and
Aerodynamics “Acad. A. Balevski” at the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences-BAS (IMSETHC-BAS) has created a system for
combating low-flying objects [4-7], designed to counter mass
intrusions helicopters and tactical drones.
Counteraction is carried out by interfering with their
means of satellite navigation and control, as well as by kinetic
effects with fragmentation munitions.

Fig. 1. General view of AHM/S-100 and ADM-100

2. Results and discussion
The system is a modular type, and each of the modules
can be used alone or in combination with other modules.
The main modules of the system are:
- For kinetic impact;
- For electronic counteraction;
- Communication and information module (Module C3I)
.
KINETIC IMPACT MODULES
The modules for kinetic impact are of two types - for impact
against helicopters (anti-helicopter mines - AHM) and for impact
against unmanned aerial vehicles - drones (anti-drone mines ADM).
Both types of mines use a warhead located on the earth's surface,
which forms a stream of fragments as the target flies over it. The
area for effective destruction of the modules is in the form of a cone
with a tip at the point of the warhead, with a height of 350 m. The
warheads can be located at a distance of more than 10 meters,
which makes it possible to ensure the overlap of their zones of
destruction by simultaneously detonating several warheads.
In addition to warheads, the kinetic impact modules include a
safe fuse, sensor unit (for AHM - acoustic and radar, and for ADM radar and optical), radio module for two-way communication, GPS
positioning device, control and self-diagnostic unit, power supply ,
spare parts and tools – for installation and dismantling or leveling
device on the ground and transport packaging.
The main samples of AHM and ADM are as follows:
- AHM / S -100 and AHM-200;
- ADM-100 and ADM-200
The AHM/S-100 and ADM-100 are mines with up to 15
warheads controlled by a common device, including sensors, a radio
module for two-way communication and a GPS positioning device
(Figure 1). The AHM-200 and ADM-200 are mines with a single
warhead, over which is mounted a control device including sensors,

Fig.2 General view of AHM-200 and ADM-200
At the request of the client it is also offered:
• Simulations of both types of mines - without a warhead and
without or with a limited number of other components designed to
create fake minefields.
• Training samples of both types - safe, designed for staff
training.
• AHM and ADM mines can be part of the low-flying
countermeasures system or used autonomously.
In autonomous mode, these mines are placed in position and
within three months (of which one month - in combat mode) they
explode and hit with fragments the low-flying objects flying above
them.
The main characteristics of the AHM / S-100 and AHM-200 are
presented in Table 1, and of the ADM-100 and ADM-200 are
presented in Table 2.
ELECTRONIC MODULES FOR COUNTERMEASURES
The electronic counter-modulus (ADM) modules have an open
architecture and are based on interference emitters in a certain
frequency range.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of AHM-100 and AHM-200
Characteristic
Parameter
Parameter
Mine type

AHM/S-100

AHM-200

Number of warheads

1-15

1

Body material

plastics/metal

plastics/metal

Total weight, kg

up to 39

up to 57

Diameter, mm

360

Main charge, kg

16

22

Explosive type

TNT/RDX 50/50

TNT/RDX 50/50

Fragments number

up to 1500

up to 1380

-dimensions, mm

12x12x12

12x12x12

- weight, g/pc

up to 13.6

13.6

Effective range, m

up to 300

up to 150

Fragments pcs/m –
100 m

30-50

1.7

Deployment

manual

manual

Operating
temperature range,
0
С

from - 40 to +70

from - 40 to +70

Turning into armed
state

Controlled by cable
or radio channel

Controlled by cable
or radio channel

2

The ability to create effective interference with different powers
and frequencies up to eight gigahertz has been mastered, which
allows the construction of specialized modules for electronic
counteraction at the customer's request.
The available standard modules for electronic interference are
four types - two portable systems with short range (ADM 1000-3
and ADM 1000-5) and two types of mobile systems for electronic
interference - with medium range (ADM - RSRI - 1 and ADM RSRI - 2).
ADM 3000/3, ADM 5000/3, ADM 8000/3 and ADM 3000/5,
ADM 5000/5, ADM 8000/5 are transported manually or with light
transport equipment and can be powered by batteries, generators or
mains power supply. They provide interference on three (in the
standard version - for satellite navigation) and five (in the standard
version - three for satellite navigation and two for control)
frequency channels, and the frequency channels can be selected at
the request of the customer. Their range is respectively 3 km, 5 km
and 8 km.
ADM-RSRI-1 and ADM-RSRI-2 are transported with light
transport equipment and can be powered by generators or mains
power supply. They have twenty channels, the frequency channels
can be selected at the customer's request, and their range is up to 10
km.
In addition to interference emitters, the electronic
countermeasures modules include a radio module for two-way
communication, a GPS positioning device, a control and selfdiagnostic unit, a power supply, spare parts for assembly and
disassembly, a ground leveling device and transport packaging.
Electronic countermeasures modules can be part of the lowflying countermeasures system or used autonomously.
In stand-alone mode ADM 3000/3, ADM 5000/3, ADM 8000/3
and ADM 3000/5, ADM 5000/5, ADM 8000/5 are deployed for a
period of three months (of which one month - in combat mode) to
create interference within up to 5 minutes when low-flying objects
are flying over them.
In stand-alone mode, the ADM-RSRI-1 and ADM-RSRI-2 can
run 24 / 24-7 / 7 continuously for six months or be switched on
according to a pre-set program.
General view of the ADM 3000/3 and ADD 3000/5 is shown on
Figure 3.

Table 2. The main characteristics of ADM-100 and ADM-200
АDМ - 100

АDМ - 200

Number warheads

1-15

1

Body material

plastics/metal

plastics/metal

Total weight, kg

up to 34

up to 37

diameter, mm

360

height with adjustable
legs, mm

From 400 to 600

From 400 to 600

Main charge, kg

16

22

Explosive type

TNT/RDX 50/50

TNT/RDX 50/50

Fragments number

up to 2700

up to 1600

-dimensions, mm

8x8x8

10x10x10

- weight, g/pc

up to 4

up to 7

Effective range, m

up to 300

up to 200

Penetration - 100 m

Telescopic stand

up to 5 mm mild steel

20 mm pine wood

40 mm pine wood

1 mm mild steel

2 mm mild steel

average Fragments pcs/m2
- 100 m

50-100

40-75

average Fragments pcs/m2
- 200 m

15 -25

10-15

manual

manual

Operating temperature
range, 0С

from - 40 to +70

from - 40 to +70

Turning
state

Controlled
cable or
channel

Deployment

into

armed

by
radio

Controlled
cable or
channel

Antennas
Electronic block

up to 2 mm mild steel

Penetration - 200 m

The main features of ADM 3000/3, ADM 5000/3, ADM
8000/3 and ADM 3000/5, ADM 5000/5, ADM 8000/5 are shown in
Table 3.

Fig. 3 General view of ADD 3000/5

Table 3 Main features of ADM 3000/3, ADM 5000/3,
ADM 8000/3 and ADM 3000/5, ADM 5000/5, ADM 8000/5

by
radio
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Jamming
bands

ADМ 3000/3, ADМ 5000/3, ADМ 8000/3 - L1, L2,
L5 of GPS,GLONASS,GALILEO and BDS.ADМ
3000/5, ADМ 5000/5, ADМ 8000/5 - L1, L2, L5 of
GPS,GLONASS,GALILEO and BDS, 2.4 GHz, 5,8 GHz

Jamming
operation
capability

50 sessions with 5 min duration
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Jamming
distance

ADМ 3000/3, ADМ 3000/5 – up to 3 000 м.

COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION MODULE
(MODULE C3I)
C3I modules consist of an information module,
communication modules and control and command modules (C2
modules).
The information modules are designed to detect and
identify low-flying targets and violators of the access zones to the
respective components of the System. These include common and
distributed components.
Distributed components are radars, optical means and
sensors for approaching and / or attempting to manipulate a device
from the System. They are integrated in the respective component
of the System or are located near it.
The common component of the system is radar (Figure 6),
capable of detecting drones at a distance of up to 5 km. The radar
contains a radio module for two-way communication, a device for
GPS positioning, a control and self-diagnostic unit, power supply,
spare parts - for assembly and disassembly, a device for leveling the
terrain, etc.
At the customer's request, other types of active or
directional radars and optical devices can be integrated into the
system.

ADМ 5000/3, ADМ 5000/5- up to 5000 м.
ADМ 8000/3, ADМ 8000/5 – up to 8000 м.

Weight

25 kg.

Power
Supply

Accumulator and/or 220Voptional

The appearance of ADM-RSRI-1 and ADM-RSRI-2 is
identical and is shown on Figure 4.

Fig. 4 General view of ADM-RSRI-1 и ADM-RSRI–2
The main characteristics of ADM - RSRI - 1 and ADM RSRI - 2 are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 Main characteristics of ADM - RSRI - 1 and
ADM - RSRI - 2
Jamming distance

ADМ 3000/3, ADМ 3000/5 – up to 3 000 м.

General view of passive radar

ADМ 5000/3, ADМ 5000/5- up to 5000 м.
ADМ 8000/3, ADМ 8000/5 – up to 8000 м.
230V or 120V АС, 5kW

Power supply

АDM-SSRI – 1: L1, L2, L5 of GPS,
GLONASS, GALILEO and BDS , 2.4 GHz,
1.840 GHz 2.140 GHz, 2.650 GHz,5.8 GHz,
910 MHz, 940 MHz.

Jamming bands

АDM-SSRI – 2: L1, L2, L1-Н* of GPS,
GLONASS, GALILEO and BDS , 433MHz,
868MHz, 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz и 5.8 GHz,
IRIDIUM, INMARSAT, THURAYA(1550
MHz and 1630MHz).

Jamming
capability

operation

Preset work, no time limit

Jamming distance

Up to 10 000 m

Jamming channels

20 pcs. (10 main and 10 backup)

Jamming channels
power

General view of active radar
Fig 6. Radars as a common component of C3I
The communication modules provide exchange of status
data and control commands between the C2 modules and the other
components of the system and are of the type shown on Figure 7.

Up to 100 W/ per channel

Dimensions of the
jammer unit:

H without antennas/with antennas: 1020
mm/2450 mm
L: 1340 mm
W: 720 mm

Weight
L1-Н* - simulated GPS
signal

250 kg
L1 of GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO and
BDS
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3. Conclusion
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channels for data exchange.
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Abstract: The protection of nuclear installations against malicious acts can take a number of different forms. This report addresses only
issues related to the sabotage of nuclear facilities - prevention or mitigation of sequences initiated by malicious acts that may have potential
radiological consequences. Nuclear power plants have good physical protection systems (PPSs) and procedures, and they are designed to
minimize the likelihood of an accident and in the event of an accident, not to release radioactive material in an uncontrolled manner. The
objective of this report is to provide methods for evaluating and for proposing corrective actions aimed at reducing the risk related to any
malicious act that, directed against a nuclear power plant, could endanger the health and safety of plant personnel, the public and the
environment.
KEYWORDS: NUCLEAR FACILITIES, PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS, MALICIOUS PURPOSES, MALICIOUS ACTS,
SABOTAGE OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS, CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.
This report describes a methodology for assessing the capacity of a
selected subset of a nuclear power plant's safety related structures,
systems and components (SSCs) to withstand sabotage induced
events. The proposed methodology, which includes screening,
applies existing safety margin assessment techniques in an
integrated manner. Specifically, the aims of this report are to:

1. Introduction
Since the attacks of 11 September 2001, the perception of the
potential terrorist threat to nuclear installations has changed
significantly. Within the nuclear industry, the immediate
international response was to enhance security by augmenting the
forces guarding installations, increasing physical protection by
installing additional security devices, enhancing protection
procedures, tightening access control, increasing standoff distances
for surface vehicles, reviewing and updating emergency
preparedness, and generally increasing awareness of the need for
close cooperation, at all levels, between government and private
sector entities concerning warning and response.

(a) Provide a link between the information in The Physical
Protection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilities [6], general
guidance on the physical protection of nuclear material and nuclear
facilities against sabotage, and engineering safety aspects of
protection against sabotage;
(b) Provide a link with general guidance on the identification of
vital areas within nuclear facilities and on the development and
maintenance of the design basis threat (DBT);

It was less clear what additional analyses could and should be
performed to determine whether the structures, systems and
components important to safety at nuclear power plants provide
optimum physical protection against potential terrorist attacks and
to identify any cost beneficial changes in the form of back fits

(c) Provide general guidelines for the assessment of nuclear
facilities in relation to sabotage induced sequences;
(d) Use common terminology drawn from established (i.e.
consensus) definitions or define new terms, when necessary, to
clarify joint safety/ security concepts;

Many licensees of nuclear power plants around the world, in some
cases mandated by their regulatory agencies, carried out
calculations of the robustness of plant structures when subjected to
aircraft impacts, taking into account dynamic and resulting fire
effects. These calculations were generally limited to the
performance of passive structures and systems.

(e) Propose a safety margin assessment approach that allows for the
use of different acceptance criteria from the design process (e.g.
best estimate versus design allowable);
(f) Provide for an assessment process so that decisions can be made
by the operator (or regulator) of an installation concerning the need
to enhance or upgrade the safety related SSCs, the physical
protection measures or on- or off-site emergency procedures;

In any terrorist attack or act of sabotage, the overarching concern is
to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition, including
continued availability of heat sinks and containment of radioactive
material until the incident has been brought under control. This
publication provides guidelines for the assessment of the
engineering safety aspects of the protection of nuclear power plants
against sabotage, including standoff attacks.

This report covers all nuclear facilities, including nuclear power
plants, research reactors, and fuel fabrication plants, reprocessing
plants and spent fuel storage facilities. However, the emphasis is on
nuclear power plants because they involve the most complex
analysis.

The Nuclear Security Fundamentals publication [1] provides the
objective and essential elements for the entire nuclear security
regime. Recommendations indicate what a nuclear security regime
should address for the physical protection of nuclear material and
nuclear facilities [2], radioactive material and associated facilities
[3], and nuclear and other radioactive material out of regulatory
control [4]. These publications recognize the particular threats that
could be posed by insiders, as well as the need to implement
specific measures against insider threats and to evaluate those
measures accordingly.

Events considered to be within this scope include those that:
(a) Involve forced intrusion into the protected area of the site (i.e.
the area under the administrative control of plant management),
such as by a 'malicious vehicle' (e.g. a truck loaded with explosives
and carrying armed intruders);
(b) Are initiated by persons outside the site area. Such an event may
involve missiles, the release of a toxic gas within the site area or an
aircraft steered to hit the installation;

2. Objective

(c) Are initiated by insiders;

In the light of the current threat environment, the overall objective
of this report is to provide methods for evaluating - and, if
necessary, for proposing corrective actions aimed at reducing
(mainly through upgrades) - the risk related to any malicious act
that, directed against a nuclear power plant, could endanger the
health and safety of plant personnel, the public and the environment
through exposure to radiation or the release of radioactive
substances [5].

(d) Include multiple modes of attack, for example, combinations of
the above events;
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Two types of threat are distinguished:

3.2 Development of specific threat scenarios

(a) Threat type 1 (TT-1) refers to those threats posed to the nuclear
power plant by insiders or by adversaries intending to intrude into
the facility (with or without insider assistance).

This step in the evaluation process aims at better defining the threat
scenarios with regard to the specific facility being evaluated [8].
This process may lead to the exclusion of some scenarios on the
basis of the following considerations:

(b) Threat type 2 (TT-2), in contrast, refers to threats that are
initiated outside the plant boundary and do not require the presence
of the adversaries on-site. Examples of this type of threat include
standoff attacks such as shoulder launched missiles and malicious
aircraft impacts.

Site and installation characteristics
The surrounding topography and vegetation may be sufficient to
exclude certain scenarios of threats initiated outside the plant
boundary. For certain types of threat, the location and layout of the
plant site may limit the likelihood that particular on-site areas will
be affected.

Obviously, specific criteria are needed to perform risk assessments.
Generally, these criteria are provided by the national nuclear
regulator. The following is a sample set of criteria:

For example, a plant's location in hills, mountains or a valley may
limit the feasible approach angles and speed of large aircraft in an
attack on the site. Other factors, such as the location of transmission
lines, may limit approach paths for attacks by large aircraft. For
blast loading conditions, the shielding of structures provided by
topographic effects and adjoining structures may limit the area of
influence and thus should be taken into account.

(a) Is the nuclear power plant sufficiently robust to prevent
immediate, uncontrolled release of significant amounts of fission
products (i.e. catastrophic failure) in the event of an attack?
(b) Do the essential safety systems continue to perform their
functions (e.g. to cool the nuclear fuel and contain the release of
radioactive material), or can they be started and operated as needed?

Similarly, potential site conditions that may benefit adversaries also
need to be taken into careful consideration, for example, the
proximity of nuclear facilities to public transport infrastructure
(roads, railways, and airports) or to industry and populated areas.
Research reactors tend to be located within research centres or on
university campuses, which may make the identification of potential
intruders or attackers difficult.

(c) Following an attack, can the essential safety systems be operated
until repairs can be carried out, even given related effects such as
fire, smoke and structural damage?
(d) Are the design and operation of the nuclear power plant and the
response procedures and capabilities such that any exposure of the
public and facility personnel is minimized in the event of a large
external attack?

Type and number of facilities at the site:

The evaluation methodology outlined provides a means to
determine whether one or more safe shutdown paths exist to
perform the required safety functions when subjected to a given
threat scenario. The term 'success path' refers to a minimal set of
components for a subset of plant systems whose operability and
survivability are sufficient to ensure that the plant performance
criteria are met, as required and defined by the regulator or other
governing body. A success path may include plant functions beyond
safe shutdown if the metric of interest is radioactive release to the
environment below an acceptable limit.

A nuclear power plant may have several reactor units on-site, with
the possibility of interdependent safety or support systems. Multiunit sites often assume the availability of companion unit systems
when addressing non-common-cause events. In addition, other
critical facilities may be present within the plant boundary, such as
those for spent fuel storage in fuel pools or dry cask storage.
Research reactor sites may have associated laboratories, isotope
production facilities and hot cells. All facilities at the site may
require simultaneous physical protection when subjected to TT-2
attacks.

The term 'safe shutdown path' is defined here as a minimal set of
components required achieving and maintaining a safe shutdown
condition without consideration of containment or exposure of the
public due to radioactive releases. While the terms 'safe shutdown
path' and 'success path' are not necessarily identical, they are used
interchangeably in this report. Furthermore, the term 'performance
criteria' is used to denote criteria related to the type of function
(performance) required from the SSCs.

The evaluation should take into consideration all on-site facilities
and any interdependence of their safety systems. Such consideration
includes consequence assessment of environmental discharges that
are cumulative for all facilities on a site.
Design
Nuclear power plants are designed for a wide range of extreme
environmental loading conditions. The measures to defend against
design basis internal and external events - such as fire, pipe whip,
earthquakes, extreme winds, explosions or aircraft impacts - provide
an 'envelope' of protection for a nuclear power plant.

The term 'acceptance criteria', in contrast, refers to the allowable
behaviour limits for the SSCs in relation to the given function. Both
are determined by the regulatory body.

3. Evaluation methodology

It is important that this protection be taken into account when
evaluating threat scenarios. In fact, some scenarios may be excluded
from further consideration because they are effectively bounded by
design basis conditions. Bounding can be demonstrated on the basis
of the event (for the whole facility), the extreme load (for each
item) or the sizing requirement derived from the loads.

3.1 Threat evaluation
Every operator has to define the consequences with regard to which
the nuclear threat is to be evaluated. In the case of sabotage, the
criteria are related to the safety of plant personnel and the public,
and the risk acceptance criteria are described in terms of
radiological consequences [6].

Facility independent off-site security measures
Administrative and other measures in force outside the plant
boundary are called facility independent off-site security measures.
These measures can range from increased security in the aviation
industry to surveillance performed by off-site entities in the vicinity
of the site. If they are in place and effective, the measures may
serve to exclude certain threat scenarios from consideration or to
better define the parameterization of threat scenarios.

The DBT describes the "attributes and characteristics of potential
insider and/or external adversaries, who might attempt unauthorized
removal of nuclear material or sabotage, against which a physical
protection system is designed and evaluated" [6].
Threats that may need to be considered by the plant but that are not
included in the DBT are referred to as being 'beyond the DBT'. The
distinction is made because acceptance criteria used for events
beyond the DBT may differ from those used for DBT events [7].
All threats may also be described in terms of TT-1 and TT-2.

In the screening process for external events of a natural or an
accidental human induced origin, two methods are generally used:
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screening by distance and magnitude, and screening by probability
of occurrence. In the first method, the minimum distance and the
maximum magnitude (i.e. the most conservative conditions) of the
event are postulated with regard to the nuclear power plant site, and
the potential damaging effects on plant safety are assessed.

structures and systems. Normal operating conditions comprise a
wide range of specified conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity,
radiation, cooling, vibration) under which components must
function (e.g. pumps delivering fluid at a specified flow rate).

4. Overview of design and evaluation of physical
protection systems

If the effects are found to be insignificant, the event is screened out
with regard to the assessed parameter. For example, an attack
scenario involving a vehicle containing explosives may be screened
out on the basis of the effective barrier's distance from the safety
related systems of interest.

The PPS in a nuclear power plant is designed to protect the facility
against the DBT. During a DBT event, the engineering safety
aspects support the PPS and constitute an additional layer of
defence in depth. A very brief description of a PPS is included here
for completeness. The effective assessment and implementation of
this procedure requires the integrated efforts of the PPS experts and
those personnel responsible for engineering and operational safety.

3.3 Extreme environment load evaluation
The sabotage threat scenarios to be evaluated may be of two types,
TT-1 or TT-2. The scenarios are described in sufficient detail such
that the extreme environment associated with each can be specified.

4.1.

The focus here is on the engineering safety aspects of the threat
scenarios and the associated extreme environment. The list of
potential threats encompasses internally and externally initiated
events, and combinations of the two. In addition, multimode threats,
as described herein, are identified and evaluated. It is expected that
some of the threat scenarios will involve intruder attacks, either
alone or as part of a multimode attack.

Physical protection systems

Physical protection against sabotage requires a combination of
hardware (security devices), procedures (including the organization
of guards and the performance of their duties) and facility design
(including layout). The physical protection measures are designed
taking the nuclear facility's characteristics, the nuclear material, the
DBT and the potential radiological consequences into account.
An effective PPS performs the primary functions of [9]:

The objective of the extreme environment load evaluation is to
provide the plant engineering organization with a matrix of
environmental conditions produced by the threat scenarios, which
can be applied to portions of or the entire facility. The result is an
environment load table that specifies the environmental loads and
load combinations to be considered by the plant engineering staff in
evaluating of structures, systems and components (SSCs) necessary
for successful plant performance. Given this information, the plant
engineering organization can determine the facility's capability of
resisting the threat. The environment load evaluation serves as the
interface between the threat scenarios and the evaluation process; it
includes only the engineering aspects, and not the details of the
threat scenarios.

(a) Deterrence;
(b) Detection and assessment;
(c) Delay;
(d) Response.

4.2. Vital area identification
A vital area is an "area inside a protected area containing
equipment, systems or devices, or nuclear material, the sabotage of
which could directly or indirectly lead to unacceptable radiological
consequences" [6].

In the evaluation process, the inherent strengths of facilities due to
the design and construction conditions should be recognized. In this
process, the focus is on the SSCs required to safely shut down the
facility and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition throughout the
period required for recovery actions and for additional entities
outside the plant to assist, if necessary. Structures, systems and
components are designed and evaluated for a large number of
environmental conditions:

By evaluating the consequences of malicious acts, safety experts, in
close cooperation with security experts, identify potential sabotage
targets within nuclear facilities that require protection to prevent
unacceptable radiological consequences in the case of an attack [6].
The minimum complement of equipment, systems and devices may
include all designated safety systems if required by the overall
safety philosophy.

- Structures generally provide one or more of the functions of
pressure retention, shielding and confinement, and support to
systems and components. Structures and structural elements are
designed for the operating and accident conditions expected
throughout the life of the facility. Operating loads include dead
load, live load, atmospheric temperature, thermal loads, vibration,
radiation effects, pressure retention and ageing effects (radiation,
corrosion and other effects of material degradation). Structures are
designed for accidental loads such as missile impact (internally or
externally generated), extreme winds, flooding, earthquakes,
explosions/blasts (internally or externally generated), extreme heat
loads, extreme radiation effects, impulse loads due to pipe whip and
other phenomena, and heavy load drops. Some of these loading
conditions are considered in the design to act simultaneously.

As mentioned above, the VAI process involves target identification,
which is the basis of PPS design. Target identification focuses on
what to protect, while a PPS design addresses how to protect
identified targets.

Alternatively, the minimum set may be a subset of all equipment,
systems and devices, again dependent on the criteria established by
the regulatory body or its designee. The VAI process is complex,
and many different methodologies may be used. The number and
extent of the vital areas are facility specific.

Target identification does not consider whether the physical
protection measures can be overcome or the difficulty of providing
physical protection. In other words, target identification identifies
areas, components or functions to be protected; the threat to these
items and the ease or difficulty of protecting them against a threat is
considered after the items have been identified.

- Systems are, in general, designed for a companion set of operating
and accident conditions for structures. System design also includes
considerations of redundancy of function and separation,
segregation and diversity of trains and elements to provide high
reliability for successful system performance under both normal
operating and accident conditions.

4.3. Sabotage margin assessment (SMA) procedure
Generally, the SMA approach to evaluating the capacity of
engineering safety features comprises the following steps.
(a) Introduce into the evaluation process the extreme environment
definition matrices, which contain the definition of loading
environments and load combinations for engineering evaluations.
These extreme environments may include impact, explosion/blast,

- Components are generally designed for a companion set of
operating and accident conditions for structures and systems.
However, the environments for which components are designed,
qualified and maintained are typically more extensive than those for
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heat/ fire, vibration, hazardous material release, flooding and other
site specific conditions.

malicious acts. However, this benefit may not apply uniformly to all
threats and all required safety functions.

(b) Define the overall performance criteria for the nuclear power
plant subjected to the extreme loading environments. For example,
the overall performance criteria may be defined as hot or cold
shutdown for 24 h after the threat scenario is initiated. A further
assumption is that additional aid from outside the plant boundary
can be effectively mobilized within 24 h.

The evaluation process described here, together with the proposed
model for the interaction of specialists in the operation of nuclear
facilities, nuclear safety engineering and physical protection,
provides plant management and other stakeholders with the
robustness and vulnerability information needed to make decisions
concerning upgrades or implementing other means to reduce the
risk to the public.

(c) Define the assumptions that will be used in the engineering
evaluation. Examples of assumptions for a nuclear power plant are:

Decisions to allocate the resources required for upgrades and
changes are based on estimated improvements in the capacity to
either prevent the act of sabotage or eliminate its ability to initiate a
release of radioactive substances.

(d) Define SSC capacity criteria.
(e) Define one or more safe shutdown or success paths.

Specifically, decisions are based on:

(f) Verify that each candidate vital area set identified in the VAI
process contains the equipment for at least one success path. An
alternative approach would be to determine the candidate vital area
sets and then perform the capacity evaluation on some or all of
them.

(a) Estimated 'performance' improvements
improvements);
(b) Ease of implementation;
(c) Time for completion of upgrade (e.g. outage);
(d) Time at risk.

(g) Identify the SSCs that make up the safe shutdown path(s) and
are required to function during and after the threat scenario event,
given the aforementioned assumptions. Define the specific
functions that these SSCs must perform during and after the event.
Note that some threat scenarios may have such large affected areas
or footprints that a simple screening of the overall plant site for
likelihood of significant damage within the footprints may limit the
number of SSCs to be evaluated.

(e.g.

margin
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(h) Evaluate SSC capacity when subjected to the extreme
environmental loading conditions specified.
(i) Define a measure of plant capacity, such as the high confidence
of low probability of failure (HCLPF) when subjected to the
identified threat scenarios.
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transformations that are the result of technical developments and the technical-scientific revolution in general. These anthropogenic
activities lead to the negative effects upon the Biosphere with the accumulations of pollutants both in the atmosphere and in the system as a
whole. The entropy of the Biosphere component as a result of the accumulation of pollutants changes over time. Human physical , ecological
and social health is at risk, with the further development of pathological states and human health problems. The entropy of the human
component is increasing and the entropy of the Biosphere is decreasing, respectively. The decrease in Biosphere entropy is dictated by the
disappear of many species of plants and animals as a consequence of the ecological problem. It is necessary to mention that the steady state
and the equilibrium state have different meanings. The steady state is described by a very complex stage under the action of multiple factors
with a tendency to stabilize parameters that do not vary over time and the system components "adapt" to these stabilized numerical values
such as ambient temperature, pressure and constant amounts of species of animals and plants. The equilibrium state is an idea lized case of
the system which from a purely thermodynamic point of view is described by maximum entropy. This paper shows that the human entropy
increases at the expense of the decreasing of biosphere entropy, a fact of the universal principle of the conservation of energy. The increase
in human entropy results to the instability and risk with self-destructive tendencies unless the steady state is not assured. The mechanisms for
the obtaining of the steady state are complex and can be based on some rules and principles at a global level with tendencies to use nontraditional energy sources and of the waste recycling with effects of reducing of the accumulation of pollutants in the atmosphere.
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Toposphere [1]. In fact, it contains the abiotic components. Living
organisms together with vegetation form Biota and are included in a
special sphere called Biosphere [2]. In fact, the Biosphere is the
space that includes living organisms. The Toposphere together with
the Biosphere form the Ecosphere.

1. Introduction
The issue of contemporary ecosystems is a global priority that
regards directly the living conditions and health of the population,
the complex relations of the human being in particular with whole
society and concomitantly with the full set of the factors of the
environment such as: physical, chemical, biological, social, etc. The
health of the population is the priority of the ecology of health.
Today it is impossible to ensure human health without knowing the
basic positions of human ecology, the conditions of human
existence, and the possibilities of the managing of the
environmental factors for the highest value of human characteristic
- health. The economic growth of the country, industrialization,
urbanization, development of agriculture leads to the pollution of
the environment, the worsening of the living conditions and of the
worsening of the health of the population. So, it is absolutely
necessary an adequate ecological management, otherwise the
irreversible degradation of the components of nature or of the whole
environment can take place, which can be reflected not only on the
health of the population, but also of the future generation. The study
in general is focused on a structured way to understand the
relationships that exist in everyday life, their consequences and
methods to prevent nonfavorable environmental situations.

The human being is a very complex being and depending on the
components of the ecosphere can influence both positively and
negatively the ecosphere. Human anthropogenic activity has a
negative destructive influence on the ecosphere last time. As a
result of the modern anthropogenic activity, a new sphere is
developing - that of material products (technosphere). The
technosphere is described in the paper [3].
The human being as a whole is the integrative component of
this system and therefore there is a symbiosis with this
environment. The symbiosis must be stable for a long time to
provide for the future generation the guarantees for the normal
existence of the whole system. This symbiosis between humanity,
the sphere of material products created by the people and the
biosphere can be represented by the diagram (Fig. 1).

The human being plays a great role in the existence and
maintenance of the ecosystem and of the biosphere as a whole.
From this environment the human being uses a lot of both natural
resources and the most important components providing the
existence of normal physiological state of human being. Without the
biosphere, humanity cannot exist and activate normally if that
biosphere is depleted or destroyed. Recently, this biosphere has
been subjected to destructive action leading to the ecological
catastrophe which is the result of the development of high
technologies that have a destructive effect on the Nature.
Fig. 1. Diagram reflecting the existence of the equilibrium and
steady state of the complex system: Humanity - Material products Biosphere

2. The description of the symbiosis between
humanity and Biosphere
Earth planet is surrounded by the following layers: atmosphere,
hydrosphere, lithosphere and living organisms that may exist in the
three layers mentioned above. These three layers form the

The diagram shows the interaction between the components of
this system by the arrows. The corresponding interaction between
people and the material products (technosphere) is explained
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trivially that people uses them to guarantee their normal
physiological, physical and spiritual satisfaction as vital elements to
ensure a long vital period for their existence. Using them in
everyday life, then they are perfected and performed and they are
transmitted to the future generations. The biosphere, as a huge mass
of plants, animals and natural resources, provides, directly or
indirectly, the use of these elements to ensure a normal life process.
At the same time, the task of man is to ensure the existence of this
component of the system. Water as a major vital component ensures
the existence of the whole subsystem by maintaining a natural plant
population and existence of humanity in general.

The quantity of wastes is very big. About 150 million tones of
plastic float in our oceans, and another 12 million tonnes are added
each year - 500,000 tonnes from Europe alone. This is equivalent to
huge amounts of plastic, enough to fill the 180 trucks that are
dumped into our waters every day. Landlocked countries are not
excluded: for example, about 40 tonnes of plastic make their way
from Austria across the Danube to the Black Sea each year. [4] We
are surrounded by plastic which is a disposable package. [5] In the
first decade of this century, we made more plastic than all plastic
for the last 2,000 years. And every year, tons of plastic end up in the
world's oceans. Studies estimate that there are now 15 trillion pieces
of plastic in the world's oceans, from the equator to the poles, from
the Arctic ice sheets to the seabed. The problem is growing into a
crisis. We need urgent action to tackle the global epidemic of plastic
pollution. [5]

Today's current situation is such that the biosphere, reaching its
maximum evolutionary development in symbiosis with the human
being, is exposed to risk factors as a result of human activity by the
achievement of modern technologies. The waste products
originating from anthropogenic activity become problematic
sources of pollution of the ecosystem and the final result is that the
air contains larger amounts of pollutants.

Results and discussion
The physical law of the conservation of energy is not only a
pure physical law for the explanation of the phenomena from pure
physical thermodynamic point of view. It has a much more
universal character which is the basis for all processes and
phenomena in nature and the biosphere as a whole. The latest
integration scientific platforms, which include a whole arsenal of all
scientific fields, try to explain deeply the processes of socioeconomic phenomena in symbiosis with the humanity and the
natural resources in the biosphere [6].

The substances that are the most common air pollutants are:
• Carbon dioxide;
• Carbon monoxide;
• Hydrocarbons;
• Aldehydes;
• Radioactive substances and heavy metals;
• Sulphur dioxide - Sulphur dioxide SO2 is a colorless gas,
which is a product of volcanic eruptions and various industrial
processes. Sulphur dioxide is usually released during the
combustion of coal and oil. Further oxygen enrichment and
reactions with water lead to the production of H2SO4 (sulphuric
acid) and acid rain;
• Nitrogen oxides.
There are following consequences of air pollution:
• Greenhouse effect,
• Dust particles,
• increased ultraviolet radiation,
• Acid rain,
• Increasing ozone concentrations,
• Increase in nitric oxide levels

The equilibrium processes in nature and society can be
explained by thermodynamic aspects leading to the development of
the new scientific platform - bioеconophysics [6]. It uses the
entropic approach that serves as a parameter for qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the current state of this complex system:
Humanity - Material and spiritual goods - Biosphere. According to
this entropic bioеconophysical concept [6], the following points and
goals are proposed to be taken into account:
• Earth has limited resources and energy reserves;
• Production is leaded by the complex transformational efficient
process of limited supply of raw materials and energy;

The origins of pollutants are:
1. Natural sources:
• Volcanic eruptions;
• Fires;
• The process of decay and respiration of humans and animals;
• Processes below the earth's surface.
2. Pollutants as a result of human activity
• Motor vehicles - cars, planes;
• Power plants, factories, factories and other industrial
enterprises;
• Burning of wood for heating;
• Oil stations;
• Organic waste that releases methane;
• Chemical, biological and nuclear weapons.

• The laws of conservation of principles and conservation of
energy are fundamental.
The rapid development of the society over the past 400 years
implies a disturbance of the balance and equilibrium of the
components of the biosphere. As an elementary example when we
describe the process of photosynthesis in plants, the whole mass of
carbon dioxide is derived from the corresponding mass of plants in
the biosphere and if the amount of carbon dioxide in the air does not
change over time then the corresponding balance and equilibrium is
maintained.
The amount of plants at a given time may fail to absorb large
amounts of carbon dioxide, which is produced at a high rate as a
pollutant and then there is an accumulation excess in the
atmosphere and then the displacement from the respective
equilibrium and steady state takes place.

Pollution from a diesel engine: Emissions from motor vehicles
are among the biggest factors for air pollution. Carbon monoxide is
poisonous and inhaled in large quantities can cause suffocation or
death. Sulphur oxide and nitric oxide are also poisonous gases.
Carbon dioxide in larger doses makes it difficult for animals and
humans to breathe. The accumulation of this gas in the atmosphere
also leads to general warming of the planet (greenhouse effect). In
high-traffic settlements and other places where fuels are burned, the
air contains large amounts of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and
other polluting gases that pose a threat to human health.
Air polluted with nitric oxide and sulphur oxide dissolves well
in the small water droplets forming the clouds, which result in acid
rain, and affects plants, corrodes metals, and destroys rocks,
buildings, cultural monuments. When such rains fall over rivers and
lakes, some of the animals in them die. Pollution from human waste
is the biggest problem for the ecosystem.

Entropy is not just a pure thermodynamic quantity that explains
the reversibility of the process from thermodynamic point of view.
It also shows an evolutionary process or development of this
complex system. From a statistical point of view, entropy also
depends on the number of components in a given system. An
increase in the number of components of this system leads to an
increase in entropy. The purely thermodynamic description of
entropy gives the following that for a closed system the entropy
remains unchanged and in principle the processes have properties of
reversibility.
If applied to this complex system Humanity - Material and
spiritual goods - Biosphere, then this system is closed with respect
to the open space of the great distance from Earth (distance where
the humanity has reached by spacecraft) and can be distinguished
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by some "mental barrier" or "membrane" that closes this system and
then according to thermodynamic theory the processes are in
equilibrium in this complex closed system, then the respective
entropy is maximal and stable with the same average value over
time.

The corresponding biosphere is accumulated with inefficient
waste and then de facto the entropy component of the biosphere will
again consist of two subcomponents:

dS / b  ra dSb  ra dSineff


dt
dt
dt

This is true when the technological-production process has
reached a high level of development and there is no any
development in the evolutionary plan for some improvement. Then
the other elements of this complex system "adapt" or "get used" to
this level and the system as a whole is in a stationary state. The
corresponding levels and quantities of the plant world are set to an
average value and the other components such as the animal world
are accordingly "adjusted" to this level. This is one of the complex
philosophical aspects for the explanation of the processes in nature
in general. The corresponding component of material goods
increases its quantity of the components for the case of evolutionary
progress in the technological aspect and the resulting entropy which
consists of the three components can in principle increase, decrease
or be the same level. The resulting entropy may decrease due to of
the large decrease of the entropy of Biosphere because of the
presence of pollutants and of the destruction of the natural
population of animals and plants. Each component of this complex
system is characterized by the amount of structural components and
natural resources. The concept of entropy of this complex system
that de facto means an approach for the explanation of evolution or
development over time and the reversibility of processes has the
following expression:

dS dS h.b. dS m. p. dSbra



dt
dt
dt
dt

Minus sign of Sineff means that de facto biosphere as a whole is
depleted (destroyed) due to the presence of waste products in the
environment, and then the residue part of the natural biosphere may
decrease over time. If Sineff for example consists of carbon dioxide,
then a certain amount of this carbon dioxide can be used during the
process of photosynthesis and the condition of stationary state

dS СО2 
dS / bra
dS
 0 gives the expression: bra  ineff
dt
dt
dt

Then it is the case of the cumulative accumulation over time of
the excess carbon dioxide that leads to the greenhouse effect. Its
value, respectively, leads to the gradual slow of the self-destruction
of the biosphere (some species of plants, populations of animals,
marine animals and fish, etc. disappear over time). The multi-step
process of photosynthesis is usually represented by a summary
h
equation:
6CO2  6 H 2 O 
C6 H 12O6  6O2

(1)

The resulting entropy of the process of glucose formation
during the photosynthesis is negative [7], [8]. The decrease of the
entropy during the photosynthesis is related to the complex process
of the transformation from an aggregate gaseous state in the form of
carbon dioxide to a solid state as the form of glucose. In fact, we
know from the thermodynamic point of view that the entropy
decreases with the transition into the solid state. According to the
expression (5) if the inefficient part is decreasing over time due to
of the fact that the respective quantity of this part is decreasing,
then: dS ineff СО2   0 and then the evolution of the entropy of the

When we talk about human entropy, the following can be
clarified here: the respective entropy is taken into account not only
as a large number of populations, but also as the health status of
human being. The human being from a biophysical point of view is
an open system with respect to the other components of this
complex system. In order for a person to appear in a normal
physiological state and to exist for a long time, it is necessary to
have a constant exchange both in terms of intake of quality nutrients
and also of material goods (housing, clothes, etc.) and spiritual
development (education, art, training, spiritual performing, etc.).

dt

dS bra
 0 showing the
dt
thermodynamical aspect of the transformation from gas into a solid
state as the form of glucose. For the cases when there is an
accumulation of plastic waste in the environment, it decomposes
slowly. There is no natural mechanism for bioconversion of plastic
waste to any final product that will be useful (efficient) for the
biosphere. Rather, it will always remain an inefficient product with
a destructive effect on the biosphere, although it is slowly degraded.
The entropy approach to plastic waste is questionable because it
would have to "form some useful compound" with lower entropy
with a similar mechanism as photosynthesis. Therefore, the initial
task at the legislative level is to develop regulations in order to
prevent the presence of plastic waste in the environment or, rather,
to stop the production of these plastic materials in the near future.

component of biosphere is negative

These important human aspects can exist at a normal rate if the
relevant components of this complex system are at least in a steady
state unless not in an equilibrium state.
Excessive overproduction in the conditions of over market
competition leads to an increase in the corresponding entropy of
material products. There may be a situation where a part of this area
will not be used effectively, and only some important structural
elements can be used effectively by human being. There are also
such paradoxical moments: "something is used once for a short time
and then discarded ...", or when we talk about bottled products in
the form of plastic, then this part which is a pollutant for the seas
and oceans will be inefficiently used. Recently, the process of
recycling of waste products has been used in order to reduce
environmental pollution.

Energy based on chemical fuels is the biggest polluter of the
atmosphere. As a result, in addition to carbon dioxide and sulphur
dioxide, the type of the acid rain is formed. The acid rain is the
precipitation that is abnormally acidic due to of the elevated levels
of acidity (pH<7). It often has a detrimental effect on the plants,
marine life and infrastructure. Acid rain originates from the
emissions of sulphur dioxide and nitric oxide, which react with the
water molecules in the atmosphere and forms acids. [9]

The corresponding evolutionary entropy component of material
products, de facto, consists of two parts: the effective part and the

dSm. p.
dt



dSеff
dt



dSineff

(2)

dt

The effective part of the material goods in this area ensures the
normal state of health of the person, and this de facto:

dSeff

dS
 h.b.
dt
dt

(5)

This is the case when the amounts of carbon dioxide are within
normal values for the ambient air and the corresponding amount of
the population of the plants is maintained at the normal values. The
case when the amount of carbon dioxide exceeds some critical
dSineff СО2   dSb  ra 
value, then:
(6)


dt
 dt crit

The indices are: h.b. - human being or human population; m.p. the sphere of material goods (products); b-ra - biosphere.

inefficient part:

(4)

This is because all chemical fuels contain a higher percentage of
sulphur. It is most abundant in fossil coal, where it is left over from
organic matter subjected to carbonization or of mineral origin. In
the organic part it is in the form of organic sulphur-containing

(3)
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compounds. Hydrogen sulphide that is obtained from the
decomposition of organic matter reaches 100 million tons. Sulphur
is also found in oil. Sulphur in the atmosphere exists as the form of
compounds - hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, sulphur trioxide.
These gases dissolved in water droplets are found in clouds and fog
and form sulphuric acid. This is how the acid rain is produced.
Nitrogen oxides (formed under the influence of high temperature in
internal combustion engines) are an integral part of car flue gases
and automotive gases. In the same way, when they react with water
vapour in the clouds, they form nitric acid, which in turn are other
components of acidic rain.

dS
dSh.b.
1 dS / b  ra
  ineff  .
dt
dt
2 dt

(11)

The entropy human being can be considered to be almost
unchanged (slightly changed) for a wide interval of time of the
order of ten years. [13] (Fig. 2). Then
expression is:



dSineff



The destructive effect of sulphur dioxide has the result of the
dead forest, especially in areas where thermal power plants or heavy
machinery companies operate. Sulphur dioxide also acts directly on
plants, passing through the leaf and dissolves in the vital juices,
oxidizing them to form sulphuric acid, which is harmful to living
matter. Initially, sulphur dioxide damages the cells. The leaves lose
their moisture, lose their chlorophyll and die. In small quantities,
plants deal with sulphur dioxide by ingesting it. However, there is a
limit to which plants can tolerate sulphur dioxide and it depends on
the type of plant and the conditions. At concentrations of 0.3 to 5
mg / m3 the plant suffers chronic damage within a few days.

dt

dS h.b.
 0 and the respective
dt

1 dS / bra
 .
 0;
2 dt

1 dS / bra
 .
2 dt

(12)

dS
dS / bra
 2. ineff
dt
dt

(13)

dSineff
dt

Another type of the pollutants is the material particles. Fine dust
particles are the part of atmospheric dust. The current definition
comes from the National Air Quality Standard for Particulate
Matter (PM) introduced in 1987 by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (PM-Standard). [10] The original definition of
fine particulate matter was based on the 1959 Johannesburg
Convention and assumed a particle diameter limit of 5 µm. [11]
Fine dust particles affect human health and are responsible for
increasing cases of allergies, asthma attacks, respiratory disorders,
lung cancer, and an increased risk of otitis media in children [12]. In
addition, they are thought to have effects on heart and circulatory
diseases (such as heart attacks). The degree of impact of particles on
the respiratory tract depends, both on the toxicity of particles such
as lead, vanadium, beryllium, aluminum, mercury, hydrocarbons
and the size of the particles: the smaller the particles, the deeper
they penetrate human lungs.

Fig. 2 The rate of generation of entropy of human being [13]

As filtration by the nasal cavity is not sufficient for particles
smaller than 10 microns then the fine powder partially reaches the
lungs, However, in this way ultra fine particles with a size of less
than 0.1 µm reach the alveoli of the lungs and are removed from
there very slowly or not at all.
Substituting expression (3) into (2) and (2) into (1),
respectively, we obtain:

dS
dS
dS
dS
 2. h.b.  ineff  b  ra
dt
dt
dt
dt

(7)

The expression (4) gives:

dSbra dS / bra dSineff


dt
dt
dt

Fig. 3 Cumulative entropy generation per body mass [13]
(8)
We have from the expression (13) a very important moment that
when the inefficient part decreases with time as a quantity (S ineff<0)
then (S/b-ra >0), i.e. there is at least a twice increasing for the
biosphere component in the parameters that describe the state of the
biosphere. This is described in the report [14] as: "The United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
announced early 2001 that the Earth's atmosphere would warm
twice as fast as ten years ago."

The substitution of (8) into (7) gives:

dS
dS
dS
dS / bra
(9)
 2. h.b  2. ineff 
dt
dt
dt
dt
The condition of stationary of the whole system is valid when
the entropy of this whole complex system is constant over time:
dS
0
dt
Then:

2.

(10)

Another example that shows twice the amount of the structural
element of the biosphere is described in [15]: "The permafrost in the
Arctic contains 1.8 trillion tons of carbon, at least twice as much as
is currently in the atmosphere."

dS
dS h.b
dS / bra
 2. ineff 
0
dt
dt
dt
2.

The condition of stationary of the whole system (10) with the
direct application of expression (1) gives the following:

dS
dS h.b
dS / bra ;
 2. ineff 
dt
dt
dt
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dS h.b. dS m. p. dS b  ra


0
dt
dt
dt

The average molar mass of nutrients such as carbohydrates,
proteins, fats after digestion with pepsin in the digestive tract is
about M = 1500 (g/mol) [22]. Numerical values of the respective
kinetic parameters A = 0.53 h-1; τ ≈ 6 h; mf = 500 g (mf - average
mass of nutrients and other components). [19,20]. The average
molar (effective) mass of the human body is about 20 (g/mol) [23],
[24]. The number of moles of nutrients per intake is  = mf /M and
the corresponding total value of P is:

(14)

The maintaining of the life of the human being dS h.b. is based on

dt
these two components: material products dS m. p. and the biosphere
dt
dS m. p. dSbra
dS h.b.
dSb ra :
(15)


dt
dt
dt
dt
Throughout his life, the human being consumes the important
elements of the biosphere (oxygen, water, natural resources, etc.), as
well as in the sense of accumulating of material goods to maintain
his normal physiological and spiritual state. Cumulative entropy
reaches the plateau for the rest of his life. For young years the
condition is characterized by an increase in the value of cumulative
entropy (Fig. 3). Quantitatively, the following result is observed
from the expression (15).

P  Pmole  

The increase in human entropy also occurs for the cases when
the person is ill or manifests a pathological condition for a long
period of time (development of chronic diseases) due to of the fact
that the biosphere contains more and more poor quality elements
that are harmful to health (presence of toxical pollutants as the form
of aerosols and harmful for the lungs). At the same time, if the
sphere of material goods decreases more and more due to the
inability to use or utilize its components, then either it can develop
various psychological chronic disorders with the further
development of the disease state. In general the disease states lead
at a faster rate of the reduction of the rest of a person's life
compared to biological natural death.
With the increase of the age of human being the sphere of
material goods becomes more and more insignificant and as a
priority it loses its important role for him, and the achievement of
the plateau in Fig. 3 is reached. The mediators or enzymes for
motivation, stimuli for life and human activity throughout life are
serotonin, dopamine, noradrenalin.[16]

It is very important to mention that the expressions (16) and
(17) are the ideal cases when the human physiological system works
only with the consumption of effective substances that ensure a
standard and normal physiological state. The case when ineffective
substances enter the body, then these substances will not have an
effect, contrary they have a negative and destructive effect on the
human body. It is even seen quantitatively from expression (16) that
when the effective part decreases from the whole quantity which is
consumed, then mf0 and then Pmole increases and the entropy of
human being increases respectively.

The reduction of these mediators leads to a lack of motivation
and human activity and the result is the increasing of entropy.
Steven Pinker in connection to the entropy has mentioned the
following [17]: "The ultimate goal of life, mind and human
aspirations: to develop energy and information in order to
counteract the tides of entropy and to dig shelters in a fruitful
order."

Conclusions

Quantitative expressions in the field of material goods have
been described in detail in scientific works with the application of
the concept of bioeconophysics [18], [19], [20] which is based on
the physiological state of the human being of the receptor
interaction of the relevant organs with the intake of substances with
different molar masses in the form of nutrients and drugs by the
application of the laws of thermodynamics with a complex
econophysical approach. The energy necessary for human being
that is expressed in J/moles [21] depends on the molar mass M of
the substance (food, medicals, water, air, etc.), the quantity in moles
of the receptors  rec ≈ mbody/Mbody, pre-exponential factor A in hours
minus one (h-1), dose interval τ for the receiving of substances in
hours, dose mass or food mf in grams.

2.M  R  T  mbody

 A.  ;
. ln 

m f .M body. ln 2
 4. ln 2 

[J/mole]

(17)

Interestingly is that the substitution of the numerical values for
the corresponding parameters into (17) mbody = 70 kg = 70000 g, A
= 0.53 h-1; τ = 6 h, Mbody = (20 g/mol) we get P = 10700233 (J ) =
10700.233 (kJ). The values for the energy expenses for the human
body for one day are of this order of 10000 kJ. Restoring of the
corresponding energy expenses is performed by the consumption of
the foods in the form of lipids, fats and proteins with the supposing
that the ineffective harmful components in the foods are missing,
otherwise they quantitatively leads to the increased value of human
entropy and in turn to the development of various diseases[25].
Exposure to dangerous chemicals is also a problem. Humans can be
exposed to a wide range of chemicals in the form of suspended dust
particles and aerosols in their daily lives through air and water
pollution, consumer products and food. The properties of certain
dangerous chemicals are stable within the environment and cause
bioaccumulation in the food chain, which means that there will be a
significant period of time before the reduction of emissions leads to
a reduction in their impact. In addition, the volume of chemicals
used today and the continued growth of chemical production show
that their impact on humans and the environment will continue to
grow. This raises concerns about the health consequences of
exposure to chemical mixtures throughout our lives, especially
during vulnerable stages of life, such as early childhood, pregnancy,
old age with the development of allergic states.

If there is a depletion of the biosphere for an elementary time
interval, then dS b-ra<0 and related to that the material products can
decrease dS m.p.<0, then dS h.b.>0 and relating to this we get that
human entropy increases.

Pmole 

2.R.T .mbody  A. 
. ln 

M body. ln 2  4. ln 2 

The state of ecosystems in symbiosis with human being is in an
evolutionary state with the change of the entropy of both the
biosphere and the human being. The number of new diseases
increases with time. New epidemics with unknown aetiologies
appear and all these new epidemics are based on the current state of
ecosystems which is polluted with more and more increasing
quantity of ineffective elements. The presented study has showed in
a quantitative way how human being is described symbiotically
with the environment by the term entropy. This term, as it can be
realized, has a deeper meaning and would be a manner to describe
the stability. The stability of the symbiosis between human being
and nature occurs when the amounts of the biosphere and
technosphere are stable over time. Given the fact that with the
development of society and the modernization of the technosphere
over time, they lead to the instability due to of the pollution of the
biosphere with its subsequent destruction. Human health is
influenced by a number of very complex factors. The elements of
the biosphere and the components of material products have an
influence on human health. In fact, a perfectly healthy person can
be characterized by minimum possible entropy. This minimum

(16)

Human health in general is described by the normal homeostatic
state in the condition when the inefficient sphere is minimal by
content. Values greater than the critical ineffective ones lead to the
evolution of various human diseases and pathological situations.
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17. Smith, Reuben L; Soeters, Maarten R; Wüst, Rob C I;
Houtkooper, Riekelt H (24 April 2018). "Metabolic
flexibility as an adaptation to energy resources and
requirements in health and disease".

value is obtained when the human being is employed with more
increasing effective elements. Also is very important varied
planning of activities: trips, rest in the fresh air at the tourist
complexes, sports, hobbies, etc. All these mentioned additional
effective elements give higher values of entropy (increasing variety
of useful activities) and respectively the human being will have
more less and less entropy.
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Abstract: The material presents a standard scheme of a multimodule multi-position security system and offers an approach for managing the
information exchange in it, taking into account the specific location and condition of the individual modules and the functional relationships
between them.
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has peripheral and internal sections. The operation of the respective
modules in the inner part of the protected area is generally carried
out after the respective intruder enters it, ie. it is logical to initially
expect the activation of the modules located on the periphery of the
protected area. Therefore, it is appropriate to introduce priority
exchange of information with the individual modules, as the degree
of priority decreases as they move away from the periphery of the
deployed multimodule multi-position system.

1. Introduction
Modern security systems usually consist of many
interconnected modules located at different points in space. Most
often, these modules perform functions of intelligence,
management, lethal (destructive) and non-lethal (non-destructive)
impact on different types of targets, etc. [1,2,3,4]. The functioning
of the system as such is determined by the possibility of information
exchange between its various components so as to ensure maximum
efficiency in its use. In most cases, the individual modules do not
work simultaneously, but are in different states - active, ready for
quick activation, ready to activate after a certain longer period of
time. The transition of the modules from one state to another is
done by controlling them from the respective command center and /
or according to a certain algorithm.

In addition, if a module has registered an intruder and it has not
ceased its activities, it is logical to expect its subsequent registration
in modules that are adjacent to the original. The logic described in
this way presupposes the consideration of the tactical location of the
individual modules of the multi-position protection systems when
organizing the management of the information exchange in them.
This could be done by increasing the priority of exchanging
information with neighboring modules when data on intruder
appears in a module.

2. Results and discussion
The main components of the Protection System are sensor
modules
(intelligence modules), impact modules
and
communication and control modules (Figure 1).

Communica
tion module

Technical logic takes into account the fact that in general
deployed modules are activated in a certain sequence - most often
first activate a certain type of sensor means, then activate sensors to
confirm and further identify the threat and only then activate the
impact modules. In this case, it is logical to first organize the
information exchange with the activated sensors, after their
activation - with the sensors for additional identification of violators
and only then or in parallel - with the impact modules. The
described so-called technical logic presupposes the consideration of
the specific functional-technological interactions between the
components of the individual components of the modules, as well as
the technological interaction between the individual modules of the
multi-position protection systems in organizing the management of
information exchange..

Command
Centre

Sensor
Impact
modules
modules
Fig. 1 General view of a modular protection system

Naturally, in practice it is necessary to define a sufficiently clear
and workable approach to the management of information exchange
in multi-position security systems, taking into account both their
tactical and technical features. Such an approach could be reduced
to a formalized description of the state, tactical and technical logic
through dynamic matrices, the content of which is adapted to the
changing situation. In it it is expedient to enter the data for the
currently active modules and their priority. Possibilities for such a
formalized description are, for example, the designation of system
modules by three symbols - their indexes, conditional (or
sequential) numbers, indicating whether the module is currently
active (for example, symbol A - active and symbol P - passive) and
the priority of the module (it is expedient to formalize 3 to 4 levels
of priority, with 1 denoting the highest and 3 or 4 the lowest
priority). At the same time, it is necessary to introduce the
technological logical connection between the state and priorities of
the individual modules of the system, and it is appropriate to do so
through indices 1 (for direct connection between the actions of the
two modules) and 0 (for lack of connection between both modules).
Naturally, the matrix must be dynamic, and any change in the
situation is associated with automatic updating of the data in it.

The standard approach for information exchange within the
System is the so-called continuous centralized exchange, in which
the high-frequency communication modules check the status of the
other elements of the system over time and, if necessary, issue an
execution command to the impact modules. The disadvantage of
such an approach is the high occupancy of communication modules,
especially with a centralized management architecture and a large
number of other modules to which they provide information, which
leads to delays in information exchange due to waiting for a
communication channel to be released. In addition, if the
communication modules use their own battery power supply, such
an approach leads to a large high energy consumption and a
significant reduction in the time for their autonomous operation.
The second approach offers a step-by-step option for the
operation of the individual modules. This approach is based on the
logic of using the specific protection system and its location on the
ground. Conditionally, these logics can be divided into tactical and
technical.
Tactical logic takes into account the fact that in general the
deployed modules cover a certain area to be protected and which
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To clarify the proposed approach, we can consider a relatively
simple multimodular multi-position system with lethal action to
protect against land intruders such as humans, not armored and
lightly armored means, developed in IMSETHC-BAS and
designated by the conditional name STR [5,6].

Let's assume that in order to ensure sustainable protection of a
certain area, the STR system is deployed in three concentric circles.
Figure 4 shows a section of the deployed components of the system,
and Tables 1 and 2 show the dynamic matrix of the initial state in
full of the seismic sensors, and in short - the other components. In
Figure 4 and in the matrices, the seismic modules are indicated by
index C, the radar / infrared sensors by the R index, and the
warheads by the W index. Their serial numbers are denoted by x, x
+ 1 and x + 2 - for the outer circle, by y, y + 1 and y + 2 - for the
middle circle and by z, z + 1 and z + 2 - for the inner circle. On the
diagonals of the dynamic matrix the symbols A and P indicate
whether they are active or passive (A - active, P - passive) and the
number from 1 to 4 shows their priority. The other fields of the
dynamic matrix show their mutual logical connection (by indices 1 direct connection and by 0 - absence of direct connection).

The STR system includes a command center with a radio for
exchanging information with the other components of the system,
each of which consists of the following modules - seismic sensor
(SS), radar (RC) or, at the customer's choice, infrared sensor and
warhead ) with fragmentation action (Figure 2).

SS

RС

The approximate initial state of this section of the deployed
STR system shows that all modules in the innermost circle are in a
passive state and have the lowest priority for data exchange (priority
4), and of the modules in the middle and outer circle only seismic
are active, with those in the outer circle having priority 2 and those
in the middle circle having priority 3. Radar modules and warheads
in the outer circle have priority 3, and those in the middle circle
have priority 4.

WH

Y+2

X+2

Fig. 2 Components of STR
Components can operate autonomously (command center
control is reduced to initial and sporadic change of their state via
two-way radio), centralized (each activity of each component
module is controlled by the command center) and semi-centralized
(component modules have automatic interaction - ie the seismic
sensor automatically activates the radar / infrared sensor, which
automatically activates the warhead. Due to the fact that the
requirements for information exchange are the most complex in
centralized management, only this case will be considered in the
present study.
In the case of centrally managed, the technical logic of
operation of the individual component is as follows:
- is switched on in active state or deactivated by the Command
Center, by radio commands;
- transmits data on its status upon request from the Command
Center;
- in case of alarm situations (reduction of the power supply,
probing, attempt for unauthorized access, etc.) transmits data for
this to the Command Center;
- initially in active mode is the seismic sensor, which processes
data on seismic signals by detecting and classifying them using
specialized software;
- when detecting a target, the seismic sensor informs the
Command Center, which decides to turn on the radar / infrared
sensor;
When a target is detected, the Radar / Infrared Sensor informs
the Command Center, which decides to include the combat unit,
which hits the target with fragments (Figure 3).

X+1

Y+1

X

Z+1

Z+1

Y

Z

Fig. 4 A section of located system components
The approximate initial state of this section of the deployed
STR system shows that all modules in the innermost circle are in a
passive state and have the lowest priority for data exchange (priority
4), and of the modules in the middle and outer circle only seismic
are active, with those in the outer circle having priority 2 and those
in the middle circle having priority 3. Radar modules and warheads
in the outer circle have priority 3 and those in the middle circle have
priority 4. It should be noted that the direct connection between the
adjacent seismic sensors, between the seismic sensors and the radar
sensors with the same numbers and between the radar sensors and
the warhead with the same numbers is 1, and between the other
modules is 0.
Сx
Сx
Сx+1
Сx+2
Сy
Сy+1
Сy+2
Сz
Сz+1
Сz+2

R
W

А2
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Table 1 Initial state of seismic sensors
С
С
Сy С
С
Сz С
x+1 x+2
y+1 y+2
z+1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
А2
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
А2
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
А3 1
0
1
1
1
1
1
А3
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
А3
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
Р4 1
0
0
1
1
1
1
Р4
0
0
0
1
1
0
1

С
z+2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
Р4

Тable 2 Initial state of radar, infrared sensors and warheads
x
x+1 x+2 y
y+1
y+2 z
z+1 z+2
Р3 Р3
Р3
Р4 Р4
Р4
Р4 Р4
Р4
Р3 Р3
Р3
Р4 Р4
Р4
Р4 Р4
Р4

Of course, depending on the specific tactical and operational
situation, another way is possible to determine the priorities of the
individual modules, but as far as the aim of the study is to

Fig. 3. Result of the impact of STR
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demonstrate the approach to dynamic matrix change, we will limit
ourselves to the proposed description.

the CC - for example to detect targets of a sensor, for an alarm
event such as reduced power supply, unauthorized access, damage,
etc.). In this case, in the next cycle of queries, which starts with a
delay of 10 ms after receiving the response from the last module by
number, CC asks the module for data on the changed state and then
the module forms a response, its broadcast time is 80 ms .
Therefore, if a module needs to transmit any information about the
occurrence of a target or an alarm event, it will take time to:
transmission of the first, short message, for the emergence
of this need (50 ms.);
- requesting all other modules and receiving a new request
to the same module (50 IDmax + 10, where IDmax is the
number of modules managed by the CC);
transmission of the second, information message, about the
occurrence of a target or an alarm event (80 ms.).
Therefore, the delay time of data exchange with a module
(Tmax) can be calculated by the formula:

Let's assume that at some point in time the seismic sensor with
the number x + 1 registers an intruder. In this case, the logic of
information process control is appropriate to increase its priority, as
well as that of the radar / infrared sensor and the warhead with the
number x + 1 to 1. Due to the possibility of the intruder to move to
the areas of neighboring modules is it is appropriate to increase the
priorities of information exchange between the Command Center
and the seismic centers with numbers x, x + 2, y, y + 1 and y + 2
(which have a tactical connection 1 with module Cx + 1) to 1, and
for the same the radar numbers should be activated on them and on
the combat units the priority should be increased to 2. It is also
expedient to activate all seismic modules of the innermost circle and
to increase the priority of data exchange with them to 2 and the
combat parts in the middle circle change their priority to 3. The
results of this dynamic change led to a change in the matrices for
the seismic sensors in the manner shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3 Modified status of seismic sensors
Сx С
С
Сy С
С
x+1 x+2
y+1 y+2
Сx
А1 1
0
1
1
0
Сx+1 1
А1
1
1
1
1
Сx+2 0
1
А1
0
1
1
Сy
1
1
0
А1 1
0
Сy+1 1
1
1
1
А1
1
Сy+2 0
1
1
0
1
А1
Сz
0
0
0
1
1
0
Сz+1 0
0
0
1
1
1
Сz+2 0
0
0
0
1
1

R
W

Сz
0
0
0
1
1
0
А2
1
0

С
z+1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
А2
1

Тmax = (50 IDmax ) + 10 + 80 , [ms]
For the considered system for control of low-flying objects
IDmax = 97, ie Tmax = 4940 ms., Which indicates that sending the
next command or request to a module can be done after about 5
seconds. At a flight speed of drones or helicopters of the order of
200 km / h (ie 55.56 m / sec) for the time of delay, they will fly
about 280 meters. This significantly complicates the operational
management of the system and the ability to quickly activate
various modules, their inclusion in combat mode, the possible
authorization of lethal and non-lethal effects (with fragments and
disturbances), termination of a type of action (eg interference) and
etc. For example, the algorithm for firing antidrone and antihelicopter mines requires the sequential implementation of 4
processes - detecting the target from the radar, switching to active
mode of mines in whose areas of action is expected to pass the
target, detecting the target from mines' own sensors . In this case,
the target will fly over a kilometer, which in most cases will take
her to the area where she will be able to perform its tasks.
In the second approach, in which the priority of the modules is
variable, it can be assumed that the system is deployed in three
circles. In the inner circle are the passive and active radars, 4
portable systems for electronic suppression and 36 antidrones and
anti-helicopter mines (controlled by group fuse with 4 outputs). In
the middle circle are deployed repeater, 4 mobile systems for
electronic suppression and 56 pieces of antidrone and antihelicopter mines (controlled by group fuse with 4 outputs), and in
the outer circle are deployed 6 mobile systems for electronic
suppression and 68 antidrone and anti-helicopter mines (controlled
by group fuse with 4 outputs).
Passive radar and repeater have priority 1, active radar and all
modules located in the outer circle have priority 2, those located in
the middle circle (without repeater) have priority 3, and modules in
the inner circle (without radar) have priority 4
In this configuration with priority 1 are 2 modules, with priority
2 are a total of 41 pieces, with priority 3 are a total of 32 pieces. and
with priority 4 are 22 pcs. modules.

С
z+2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
А2

Table 4 Initial state of radar, infrared sensors and warheads
x
x+1 x+2 y
y+1 y+2 z
z+1 z+2
А2 А1
А2
А2 А2
А2
А2 А2
А2
Р2 Р2
Р2
Р2 Р2
Р2
Р3 Р3
Р3

The proposed approach for managing the flow of information in
a complex system is implemented in the System for Combating
Low-Flight Objects developed at IMSETHC-BAS, designed to
counter large groups of low-flying targets such as helicopters or
unmanned aerial vehicles. This system in its standard configuration
includes one stationary command center (CC) with a central
stationary communication module, one mobile CC with a mobile
communication module that duplicates the stationary CC if
necessary, as well as external modules each with external built-in
communication modules as follows - one repeater, one passive
radar, one active radar, up to 160 antidrone mines (controlled by
group fuse with 4 outputs), up to 160 anti-helicopter mines
(controlled by group fuse with 4 outputs), up to 4 pieces portable
and up to 10 mobile systems for electronic interference of the
means of navigation and control of the aerial vehicles [5].
In the standard approach, the data exchange between the CC
and the modules is performed at a distance of up to 10 km. on
simplex radio channels with an operating frequency of about 170
MHz. GFSK modulation with constant exchange rate of 38400 bps,
digital modulation with 25 kHz band, 15 W power radio modems
and non-directional antennas with 4 dBi gain is used. In this case, in
the established mode of operation, the CC exchanges two types of
data with the modules. The first type is a short question to all
modules about whether there is a change in their state and receives
an answer from them. As this short request is sent to all modules at
the same time, the time for its reception and processing is important
only for the first module, and for the others it can be ignored. Each
module answers this query after a wait, which is equal to its
sequence number multiplied by the time to broadcast the shortest
response, in this case - 50 ms. The short answer contains only data
on whether the module is in the same state or there is a change in its
state (which means that there is a need to transmit additional data to

Different algorithms for data exchange management are
possible depending on the priorities of the respective modules. An
algorithm was chosen for the considered System in which the data
exchange of priority 1 modules is at maximum speed, with priority
2 modules is every 10 minutes, with priority 3 modules is every 60
minutes, and with priority 4 modules is 4 hours. The researches in
IMSETHC-BAS, confirmed by simulation in virtual environment
and by conducted field experiments [7,8] showed that in this case
the delay time of the data exchange with a given module is of the
order of 0.35 seconds. Naturally, when aerial target appears and the
priorities of the modules increase, this time increases as well, but in
general it does not exceed one second (ie about 5 times less than the
delay time in the standard approach).
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3. Conclusion
An approach for data management, implemented in a prototype
of Protection Systems developed by a team of IMSETHC-BAS, is
presented. The approach is based on the introduction of a dynamic
matrix describing the state of the modules of the system and the
introduction of the possibility for a formalized description of the
technical and tactical features and connections between them. The
approach is demonstrated for one type of system for protection of a
land object, and data on the effect of its use in a complex system for
combating low-flying objects are presented.
The proposed approach is able to significantly improve the
information exchange in complex multi-position modular security
systems, which is confirmed by the results of a number of
experiments with real systems or their functional models.
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Abstract: The use of ID-1 cards is in an extremely large increase nowadays starting from identity cards, bank cards, driving licenses,
membership cards, etc. In some of the uses, the security of the card and the data that the card holds are very important. Som e of the security
elements are defined in the production of the card and some during the personalization of the data on the card. Laser card engraving is a
high-security feature that is applied during the process of personalizing the data on the card. In this article, we will present h ow to
implement the digital signature in the data personalization using laser engraving and QR barcodes to minimize the costs of cards and to
ensure the data on cards are not modified.
Keywords: ID-1 Card, Laser Engraving, Digital Signature, Data Personalization, Smartcard
The security features on production are organized into fourlevel based on the difficulty to produce and verifying them.

1. Introduction
The ID-1 cards are very common in our live starting from
identity cards, bank cards, driving licenses, membership cards, etc.
Normally every person has different ID-1 cards and uses them for
different purposes. The most common purposes are as follows.

Level 1: The first level relates to security features that the
public can easily check without special tools. For example,
guilloche, tactile effect, CLI/MLI features, etc. [3]
Level 2: The second level relates to security features that can be
checked with simple tools, such as magnifiers and UV-lamps. For
example, microprinting, UV Color, thermochromic ink, etc. [3]

Identification: The most common use of an ID-1 card is to
verify the holder of it and to check if the information is correct.
Usually, the ID must be issued by a legitimate agency, such as a
government agency, and must have some security feature so it can
be extremely hard to counterfeit. Examples include national identity
cards, passports, driver’s licenses, etc. These cards typically include
a picture of the holder, so matching visually the holder's face is very
easy. Additional information such as an address, birth date, and
signature may also be engraved with laser technology.

Level 3: Third-level security features are for qualified forensic
laboratories and other sophisticated laboratory equipment. For
example, digital watermarking. [3]
Level 4: The fourth security level is secret and includes safety
measures known only to a narrow range of experts, in many cases
the manufacturer only. [3]

Access: An organization or a company uses ID-1 cards for its
employees to control individual access to different areas, monitor
working hours, offer reduced prices on selling machines, etc.
Usually, for a small company with a limited number of employees
where they know the employees, a picture is optional. Those types
of cards in most cases are with machine-readable features, and
employees can easily swipe the ID at a scanner to open and close
doors to restricted areas, to use different devices/machines like
printers, selling machines, etc., to purchase on shopping mall as a
privileged client, etc. The picture is also unnecessary to a customer
who uses the ID card to get a discount on purchases.

To fight the counterfeiting different security features for ID
cards can be used in the production and the personalization. Some
of the most important security features are as follows.
Photo: Photographs are one of the most basic security features
to be used on the ID card because they offer an easy way to quickly
check the holder’s identity. This security feature also reduces the
possibility of fraud, but they are not foolproof as photographs can
be replicated using optical scanners and copiers, etc. This security
feature combined with a database where the photo is verified as a
match for the cardholder can take security to the next level with a
simple barcode, QR code, or RFID with HID prox iclass or Mifare
technologies. A simple swipe or tap of these technologies can
instantly bring up the user record with a matching photo on file to
compare with the person in front of you or the ID that has been
presented for access.[4] This security feature is applied to the card
through color printing, or through laser engraving which is more
secure because the laser engraves on the second or third layer of the
card and other techniques.

Payment: The usage of cash to pay wells or services is not
anymore, the most secure payment method and everyday credit or
debit cards are used more and more for the same purpose. Those
types of cards have different security features like magnetic strips
(old cards), contact chips, and last year’s contactless chip. They can
be used on the different points of sales and offer the possibility to
do the financial transaction online. Those types of cards do not have
many visual security features because the security is on-chip and on
the banking systems.

Barcodes: Barcodes are of the most widely used forms to read
data on simple and low-cost devices. They are easy to create, as the
information in a barcode can be encoded onto an ID card during the
personalization or printing process. The one-dimensional barcodes
as usually used for short codes for example to identify a product, on
tickets, etc. The two-dimensional barcodes, especially QR codes
have become very popular for automation processes. They store
much more data compared to one-dimensional, so can store data
generated from an algorithm to provide a security feature during the
personalization, for example, data encryption.

Tracking Services: An ID card can improve customer response
and services if it is used to organize and access customer
information. For example, in a medical business, the customer
database can contain insurance information, medications, health
background, medical conditions, and current treatments. When the
client comes in for a consultation, his ID can be used to access the
database and quickly answer questions about his history, how much
he must pay out of pocket and what therapy he must undergo. [2]

2. ID-1 card security features

Magnetic Stripe: Magstripe cards are ID cards containing a
band of magnetic material on the back of the card. Magnetic stripe
ID cards store readable and writeable information on a magstripe,
which is read/written through a magnetic stripe card reader/writer.
Most magstripe badges these days use high coercivity (hico) but
there are a few applications that rely on low coercivity (lo-co) cards.
Few applications rely on mag stripes these days because they are
easy to copy which makes them a popular target for fraud.[4]

Many different security features can be used on ID cards. Some
ID card security features can be implemented during
personalization/printing data on cards, while others must be added
to the production phase of the ID cards. In many cases when
thinking about security, we must also look for ways to improve
automation in different processes with barcodes, magnetic strips,
contact, and contactless chips.
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Smart Card/Proximity: Sometimes is not enough to use the
card just for identification of the holder or to read some information
from barcodes but is necessary to have much more information and
to store digital data during the usage of the card, for example, a
tachograph card which stores the driver’s identification data and the
data generated from truck driving. Those data are transmitted
securely using a card reader/writer via contact or contactless from a
distance, usually just 3-4 cm away for standard read range. In many
cases, those id card security features, are used on a solution for
secure door access control, time, and attendance applications. In
these applications is not necessary to use a smart card (with a chip
to store too much data), so for those applications can be used
proximity cards which store unique data on each card. Card
information is then transmitted via this antenna coil to the card
reader and if the information is found to be accurate access is
granted. This process is used with low frequency 125Khz
technology like HID prox or Mifare, in addition to more secure high
frequency 13.56Mhz technology which relies on smart chips for
encrypted data on HID iclass Seos and Mifare DesFire EV2
cards.[4]

professional drivers. The aim of a digital tachograph is to register,
record, display, print and issue the electronic data related to the
driver’s activities. A tachograph card is a chip card for using in a
digital tachograph. Tachograph cards enable the digital tachograph
to verify the identity (or identity group) of the owner of the card and
forward and record the data. In those cards chip is a must, and it
must be secure to prevent modification of data stored during the
working hours. Those cards are very expensive.
Some countries like Nederland, Austria, Slovakia have
implemented new vehicle registration card with chip where the can
store different data like vehicle related data (owner, technical, road
pricing data, etc.), key to online processes (for example transfer
registration) and key to third party services (insurance for vehicles,
maintenance, parking, rental etc.). Those cards must be smart cards
with dual interface contact and contactless chip. Even here the
security of data on card is very important so these means the cost
per card are also expensive.
A driving license card or a CPC card is an official document
confirming the holder can operate one or more types of motorized
vehicles, such as motorcycles, cars, trucks, or buses on a public
road. Almost every country in Europe uses ID-1 card for driving
licenses. The card must have some security as it is described on EU
directives for driving licenses and CPC card. Most of the European
countries do not use smart cards for driving licenses or CPC card
because they are not used to share the data digitally. Usually, those
cards have visual security feature like micro text, guilloche, UV
printing, hologram, etc. to prevent counterfeit of them. The price of
those cards depends on number of security features on the card but
usually they are cheap.

Ultraviolet: This security feature is implemented during the
production of cards or sometimes during data personalization via
printing technique. This feature uses a special ink which is visible
only in UV light reduces the risk of counterfeiting and is a low-cost
technology. This visual feature is not visible to the untrained eye
unless the card is held under a UV blacklight. Usually, this feature
can be found on national ID cards, driving licenses, etc.
Hologram: This visual security feature is used very commonly
today, and most are used on identification cards that provide value
for the cardholder. Holograms are almost impossible to copy
because of their unique visual effects and there are not so many
companies that produce personalized holograms. They cannot be
replicated by computer scanning/alteration or with standard printing
color equipment, making them a highly secure feature. Personalized
holograms, as a surface overlay or embedded into the card, are the
most secure for any application that expects this feature to improve
actual security. [4]

All those cards for transportation are laser engraved cards to
make difference with the printed cards. The laser engraves on
middles layers of card while printing is on first and last layer
(outside) of card.

4. Adding a
personalization

security

feature

during

the

Mostly the fake cards are issued by people who work on card
issuing authorities, so they use the regular card and personalize the
fake data with the same laser engraving machines used for a regular
one. To prevent this type of counterfeit usually the chip and the
digital data signing with a private key is necessary. So, by adding a
chip to the card and using the digital signature we increase the
security of the personalization but at the same time, we increase the
costs per card.

Microtext: This security feature is one of the most difficult to
reproduce, micro text printing is commonly used in passports,
identification cards, and currencies. This technique can be
combined with deliberate errors to confound potential fraudsters.
Upon visual examination, micro text appears as a regular thin line
on an ID card, but when inspected using a microscope or
magnifying glass, the lines are repeating text that says authentic,
genuine, or valid.[4] This security feature, cannot be printed on a
normal printer, it requires industrial equipment to produce. So, this
security feature must be implemented on card production, and it
limits this option to personalization.

Besides the chip, there are other techniques like barcodes to
store machine-readable data. Those techniques are very cheap, but
they do not offer the possibility to store too much data like chips.
We can store hundreds of bytes on a QR barcode, and they are
enough for a card like a driving license or CPC card.

Laser Engraving: Laser engraving is a highly secure technique
of card personalization usually in monochrome that etches features
into the second or third layer of the card. This provides tamperproof and highly durable personalization, making forgery and
manipulation virtually impossible. Attempts to alter engraved
information will result in visually evident card damage.[4] With
different laser power, the tactile feature can be implemented during
personalization.

The digital signature is a very important security feature, and it
can be implemented in different algorithms. The most common
algorithms for digital signatures are RSA and DSA. The algorithms
use a key pair consisting of a public key and a private key. The
private key is used to generate a digital signature for some digital
data, and the public key of the signer is used to verify the validation
of a signature. The digital signature provides message
authentication (the origin of the message can be easily verified),
integrity (the message has been or has not been modified), and nonrepudiation (The signature cannot be generated by anyone who does
not have the private key, so the sender cannot falsely claim that they
have not signed the message).

3. ID cards on transportation
The transportation is one of the b iggest sections where the ID-1
cards are used, for example driving licenses, tachograph cards,
vehicle registration cards, Driver Certificate of Professional
Competence (CPC), ADR cards, etc. Almost every country in
Europe uses ID-1 card for driving licenses and every driver who
gets permissions to drive under TachoNet must have a smart ID-1
card with chip and some special software for those smartcards.

The algorithms first calculate the hash (like SHA1, SHA256,
etc.) of the data to be signed and with the private key, they encrypt
the hash data. This means if we change even a bit from the data the
signature will be different. The size of the digital signature depends
on the algorithm we use to calculate the hash, the algorithm to
encrypt the hash (like RSA or DSA), and on the key size (1024,

A digital tachograph is an electronic device installed on road
vehicles that automatically or semi-automatically shows, registers,
and records the movement of vehicles and working hours of
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2048, or 4096). The size of a digital signature is the same number of
bytes regardless of the size of data to be signed. The RSA algorithm
has a larger output than the DSA algorithm for key size and they
offer the same security. For example, the signature generated by the
DSA algorithm with a 1024-bit key size is 40 bytes. So, they can be
added at the end to the data to be stored on the QR barcode and the
barcode is still readable.

so they can detect if the information is coming from a known source
or not.
Data personalization: This module does the data
personalization on the ID card with laser engraving technology. The
laser engraving machines (IXLA machines) are programmable
(Microsoft OS installed on machines) so before writing data on the
card they verify the signature on the barcode if it is valid and if it is
not valid signature the machines stop the personalization of the
data. After the personalization of each side of the card, the
machines take photo of personalized cards and sends them to the
data enrollment module after the quality control.

With the QR barcode and digital signature combined, we can
generate a very high-security feature in the data personalization
phase. It offers the same security as a chip but with fewer data.
Another security feature that can be used during personalization
is the tactile effect. Usually, this feature is used to have the tactile
effect on an entity like first name, last name, etc. but we can
combine the tactile feature with the algorithms and the data of QR
barcode to tactile different characters of the data on cards. So, if
somebody tries to counterfeit the data by adding some other data
like a driving category the barcode data cannot be changed and the
tactile characters must be different.

Based on data from issued cards till now the maximum number
of bytes on a QR barcode is 170 bytes and the barcode is readable
even on an old barcode reader.
The verification process is very easy with a mobile application
by reading data from the barcode, veryfing the signature with public
key and by generating the driving license or CPC card as image in
the application.

The proposed technique of QR barcode with the digital
signature of data on card adds a high-security feature on
personalization with laser engraving has been implemented on
Albanian driving license and CPC cards and it is a story of success.

6. Conlusions
Having a smart card used on the driving license or CPC cards
offers much more space to write data inside the chip like the photo
for example and it is more complex to write and read data from the
chip. Also, if we have a chip contact or contactless it is necessary to
write on the card the MRZ lines. They are more secure because the
smart cards have an OS on the card and an application to write and
read data from the chip.

5. Implementation of the proposed security feature
on real ID cards (Albanian Driving License and CPC
card)
The proposed security feature is implemented on Albanian
driving licenses and CPC cards. As we explained above, to
implement this security feature there are two key elements. The first
one is the barcode, and the option for 1D barcode type is useless
because it is not possible to write much data inside the barcode. So,
the barcode must be a 2D one. There are different types of 2D but
the most used and does not need too much space is the QR barcode
type. Also, QR barcode type offer the possibility to correct data
from unreadable zone.

To have a smart card with a dedicated application inside the
chip is very expensive. Also, the cost of the card is at least 0.5-1
Euro more expensive compared to cards without chips.
Even the smart cards use a digital signature, so they need also to
have HSM devices and a PKI.
The proposed and implemented security features is very secure
and very cheap. The data are readable from different devices, but
they are limited to hundreds of bytes. This security feature
combined with laser engraving and the tactile effect of
personalization makes it one of the most secure features in the
personalization of a non-smart card. The data card cannot be
modified as long they are not printed on the card top and bottom
layers.

The second key element is the digital signature, and as we
explained before, different algorithms offer the possibility to sign
data digitally. To minimize the size of data to be written on barcode
the best choice is the DSA algorithm. The key size 1024 bit offers
the smallest signature but it is not secure anymore so the key must
be 2048 bits or bigger. To minimize the risks of usages the private
key by employees the system is developed with three separated
modules as bellow.
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Digital signature: This module is the core security module and
offers the possibility to sign different data. There are different ways
to store the private key in a secure place and to use it only when it is
necessary. But the key must be safe and inaccessible even from the
IT. To minimize the risk of leaking the private key it is strongly
recommended to use a hardware security module (HSM). There are
different HSM starting from simple and cheap ones like YUBI
HSM to very complex and secure ones.
The HSM device used in this project has two main features, one
is that it can sign data internally without exposing the private key
and the second one is tamper resistant and self-destroying the
private key in case of tamper detection. The cost of an HSM device
to offer this feature and to have a speed of 1500 signature per
second are about $15,000 – $20,000.
The module of digital signature is stored in a separate
environment from the data enrolment and data personalization
modules. The communication between them is done through Web
services technology and they know the public key of each module
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common goal for using cryptocurrencies - to keep their non-legal
funds safe from authorities. Public-oriented cryptocurrencies do not
satisfy that goal, because any transaction on a blockchain is
transparent, visible to those who have access to it, and all
transaction details are traceable. Contrastingly, with privateoriented cryptocurrencies all the transactions are hidden, and no one
except transaction parties can view them, and transaction details are
cryptographically
protected
and
untraceable.
Public
cryptocurrencies are slowly, but surely losing their popularity in
favor of private-oriented cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin is the most
widely used and popular cryptocurrency [5], consequently, many
studies and research on forensic analysis about Bitcoin and its
blockchain have been carried out. On the other hand, research on
privacy-oriented cryptocurrencies is not very common, and we
found few studies related to the analysis of them. One of these
studies is focused on the forensic analysis of Monero and Verge [6],
while the other one is focused on the forensic analysis of Zcash and
Dash [7].

1. Introduction
Forensic is the science of collecting and examining data to
extract useful information related to the cases under investigation.
Digital forensic science is a branch of forensic science that focuses
on the uncovering, investigation, and interpreting of digital
(electronic) data related to (cyber)crime. The forensics investigator
is the person initially responsible for examing the evidence.
Blockchain forensics and cryptocurrency forensics accounting
involve both tracking and interpreting the flow of cryptocurrency
assets on blockchains.
Cryptocurrencies have no generally accepted definition in the
regulatory space. Prof. Dr. Robby Houben and Alexander Snyer
define cryptocurrency as a "digital representation of value that is
intended to constitute a peer-to-peer ("P2P") alternative to
government-issued legal tender, is used as a general-purpose
medium of exchange (independent of any central bank), is secured
by a mechanism known as cryptography and can be converted into
legal-tender and vice versa" [1]. Cryptocurrency should not be
confused with virtual currency which is a type of digital money that
is usually controlled by its creators or developers. Cryptocurrencies
work on a distributed public ledger called blockchain, which can be
defined as a transactional database. Blockchain is a particular type
or subset of so-called distributed ledger technology ("DLT"). DLT
is a way of recording and sharing data across multiple data stores
(also known as ledgers), which each has the exact same data records
and are collectively maintained and controlled by a distributed
network of computer servers, which are called nodes. A
cryptocurrency wallet is a software program that allows the users to
interact with the blockchain to control the balance of their
cryptocurrencies and to send or receive cryptocurrencies [2].
Transaction IDs are unique identifiers of transactions which can
identify a particular transaction made between users of the currency
and therefore an important forensic artefact.

The aim of this paper is to give a brief summary of the privateoriented cryptocurrencies – Monero, Verge, Dash, and Zcash, from
a forensics perspective. There are three forensic investigations for
uncovering (transactions with) private-oriented cryptocurrencies:
blockchain, network, and wallet. Blockchains are publicly visible to
everyone, and the forensic investigator can most easily access the
information in them. Therefore, our focus in this paper is to
overview why successful blockchain investigation is almost
impossible. In Section 2 we explain technologies with which are
provided anonymity and privacy, and tracing solutions. Section 3
presents three types of investigation. First type is already mentioned
blockchain forensics. The next type of investigation is network
investigation, but it also is not forensically helpful. Wallet
investigation is the most useful because the most useful forensic
artifacts related to transactions can be found. But this type is also
the most unreal, because the chances are very small that the forensic
investigation will gain access to the criminal's wallet. More detailed
analysis for Monero, Verge, Dash and Zcash investigation is given
on Section 4. At the end we give some conclusion.

Cryptocurrency is technical and financial innovation, that
becomes more popular every day, and because of that, it is no
surprise that more criminals are using cryptocurrency. According to
a study conducted in 2020, there has been a shift from Bitcoin to
privacy-oriented cryptocurrencies in the dark web markets [3].
Across all cryptocurrencies tracked by Chainalysis total transaction
volume grew to $15.8 trillion in 2021, up 567% from 2020’s totals.
According to the report of Chainanalys, thеre is the huge increase in
criminal balances in 2021 — at the year’s end, criminals held $11
billion worth of funds with known illicit sources, compared to just
$3 billion at the end of 2020. Also, there is mention of how much
stolen funds dominate, as of the end of 2021, stolen funds account
for 93% of all criminal balances at $9.8 billion. Darknet market
funds are next at $448 million, followed by scams at $192 million,
fraud shops at $66 million, and ransomware at $30 million.
Criminal balances also fluctuated throughout the year, from a low
of $6.6 billion in July to a high of $14.8 billion in October [4].

2. Privacy-oriented cryptocurrencies and tracing
solutions
The forensics investigator must have technical knowledge for
the technology under review, therefore we describe how popular
private-oriented cryptocurrencies work, how provide privacy and
anonymity, which are forensics challenges, and what type of
information can be found on the blockchain. Once the investigator
achieves obtaining the transaction ID, this can be used to gather
more information regarding the transaction on the blockchain.
Monero
Monero is a private, decentralized cryptocurrency, and as they
claim it cannot be traced. Monero was launched in April 2014, as a
fair, pre-announced launch of the CryptoNote reference code.
Monero technology stands for Security, Privacy, and
Decentralization. Since every transaction is private, that is a great
forensic challenge, because the sender, receiver, and amount of

The criminal use of cryptocurrency is no longer confined to
cybercrime activities, but now relates to all types of crime that
require the transmission of monetary value. All criminals have one
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every single transaction are hidden. Monero uses three important
technologies: Stealth Addresses, Ring Signatures, and RingCT [8].

circumstance [15]. This transaction works just like Bitcoin, so it is
not a huge forensics challenge.

The Stealth Address has underlying address info of two public
keys, and a one-time public key is used as a transaction destination,
to protect the recipient's privacy. Monero's Stealth Addresses are
the concatenation of a public spend key and a public view key. The
Stealth Addresses allow and require creating random one-time
addresses. For creating a unique one-time address, a DiffieHellman-like exchange is applied to the user's address, for each
transaction output to be paid to the user. Even external observers
who know all users’ addresses cannot use them to identify which
user owns any given transaction output [9-11].

Stealth transactions are primarily compromised by dual-key
stealth addresses, which are a method by which additional
obfuscation can be implemented to further protect the receiving
party when transacting with Verge. Stealth Addressing allows
senders to create an unlimited number of one-time destinations
addresses on behalf of the recipient without any interaction between
the parties. When multiple users send funds to a stealth address,
rather than these transactions appearing on the blockchain as
multiple payments to the same address, they instead appear as
multiple payments going to different addresses [15]. This makes it
near-impossible to link transactions to the recipient’s published
address or one-time generated addresses. That type of transaction is
a forensic challenge because it is designed such that the recipients
are protected and can maintain their privacy, although stealth
addresses do not provide anonymity and do not protect the sender.

Ring signatures used in Monero are created from a combination
of the sender's account key with a number of public keys, using a
triangular distribution. This makes them private, because the
identity of the sender is hidden, as it is computationally impossible
to determine which of the group members' keys was used to
produce the complex signature. In a "ring" of possible signers, all
ring members are equal and valid. Furthermore, there are no
fungibility issues with Monero given that every transaction output
has plausible deniability (e.g., the network cannot tell which outputs
are spent or unspent) [12].

Anon transactions use a combination of dual-key stealth
addresses and RingCT to preserve the anonymity of both the
sending and receiving parties. Ring Signatures make it harder to
trace transactions by obscuring the output of the true sender in a set
of other outputs on the blockchain, confidential transactions hide
the actual amounts being sent, and TOR hides both parties true IP
addresses i.e., IP obfuscation [15]. That type of transaction is a huge
forensic challenge because it is designed for those who are fully
looking to maintain their personal privacy.

Ring Confidential Transactions (RingCT) is an extension of
CryptoNote protocol, and allows the amounts sent in a transaction
to be hidden. The Ring Confidential Transactions protocol provides
a strongly decentralized cryptocurrency (i.e., there is no privileged
party) that has provable security estimates regarding the hiding of
amounts, origins, and destinations. In addition, coin generation in
the Ring Confidential Transactions protocol is trustless and
verifiably secure [13].

Dash
Dash is the first cryptocurrency based on Bitcoin, with built-in
privacy functions, it was launched in 2014. Dash aims to be the
most user-friendly and scalable payments-focused cryptocurrency in
the world. The Dash network features instant transaction
confirmation, double spend protection, optional privacy equal to
that of physical cash, a self-governing, self-funding model driven
by incentivized full nodes, and a clear roadmap for on-chain scaling
to up to 400MB blocks using custom-developed open-source
hardware [16].

Therefore, we described technologies used in Monero for
providing security, privacy, and anonymity. We can suppose that
Monero's claim for untracibility is correct, and that can be a huge
forensic challenge. But Monero is not untraceable, as they claim.
CipherTrace announced Monero Tracing solution. CipherTrace
takes Monero tracing capabilities to the next level with the ability to
follow the flow of funds backwards from the transaction of interest
to its source [14]. However, Monero transactions are
cryptographically secure using the latest and most resilient
encryption tools available, and because of that, it is still a huge
forensic challenge.

There are two main tiers: the miners and the master nodes. The
miners carry out similar functions to those in the bitcoin network, so
they are not a huge forensics challenge. Thanks to master nodes,
which is an innovative two-tier network, Dash can offer innovative
features in a trustless and decentralized way. Masternodes enable
few services, but only CoinJoin makes a forensic challenge for
investigating this type of tier. CoinJoin gives financial privacy
through a decentralized implementation of CoinJoin [17]. The most
notable privacy modification in Dash is its PrivateSend
functionality. PrivateSend is a branded implementation of the
CoinJoin protocol. When users take advantage of the PrivateSend
function, the mixing is carried out for them and coins are deposited
in new addresses. By the end of the process, the origin of the coins
is obfuscated. PrivateSend is optional, and Dash transactions are
unmixed by default. The general principle behind these mixing
services is that multiple people send funds into one big transaction
and each person receives the same amount of funds to a new
address that they control. It then becomes difficult to connect each
input to each output. For Dash’s PrivateSend transactions, a user’s
funds are broken down into standard denominations: 10, 1, 0.1,
0.01, or 0.001 DASH. These funds are then sent in mixing
transactions that only consist of that particular denomination. The
user gets the same total amount of Dash back, but it’s been mixed
together with other PrivateSend users’ funds. The outputs of these
mixing transactions can then be sent in PrivateSend transactions to
another user.[18]

Verge
Verge is a multi-algorithm enabled proof-of-work based
cryptocurrency, it is one of the few cryptocurrencies to support five
hash functions combined on one blockchain. Verge was created to
bring tailored transactional applications and inherent privacy
implementations to strengthen user obfuscation. Verge creators
believe that every person deserves the right to privacy and with that
idea in mind, they pride themselves on being able to provide several
different available methods of transacting across the Verge network.
Each method provides users with a base level of obfuscation
through the TOR network as well as different obfuscation options
tailored for everyone’s specific needs. TOR's use is intended to
protect the personal privacy of users, as well as their freedom and
ability to conduct confidential communication by keeping their
Internet activities from being monitored. In short, when a user
connects into the TOR network, their internet traffic is then routed
through several global servers, each of which removes information
from the previous server such that the last exit node server ends up
being clueless as to where the network originated from. Verge has
three types of transactions: simple, stealth, and anon [15].
Anyone can see the balance and simple transactions of any
Verge address. Verge addresses are not themselves linked to a
person or entity and users remain pseudo-anonymous so long as
different addresses are used per transaction and or until the
information is revealed during a purchase or other transactional

According to Chainalysis, mixing transactions related to
PrivateSend make up roughly 9% of all Dash transactions, and the
percentage of Dash transactions that constitute actual transfers of
funds using PrivateSend is less than 0.7%. Mixing transactions are
very easy to spot and identify on the Dash blockchain. For the
reason that they are still public and transparent, the same techniques
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that can be used to analyze CoinJoin transactions performed using
Bitcoin can be used on Dash. This means that while PrivateSend
does increase privacy for its users, successful investigations can still
be performed [19].

they are properly implemented, are hidden, and no one except
transaction parties can view them, and transaction details are
cryptographically protected.
Network investigation

Zcash

All network traffic for all types of transactions is encrypted. As
we have already said, encryption is a big forensic challenge, so it is
almost impossible to discover useful forensic artifacts with a
network investigation. DNS traffic is unencrypted, as required by
the protocol, for Monero it's traffic from the OpenAlias mechanism
that is based on DNS. In Monero transactions destination IP address
is the donation public address of the Monero. IP addresses of Dash
seeder or nodes are destinations IP addresses in Dash transactions.
In Zcash transactions destination IP address is Amazon

Zcash is a privacy-protecting, digital currency built on strong
science. Zcash was first released in October 2016, and it was
originally based on Bitcoin’s codebase. The Zerocash protocol is
being developed into a full-fledged digital currency, Zcash.
Zerocash extends the protocol and software underlying Bitcoin by
adding new, privacy preserving payments. Zcash has its unique
advantage. Zcash’s anonymity relies on a shielded pool, where
partial transaction information such as input/output addresses and
the transaction value are no longer directly available from the
Blockchain. Zcash is a cryptocurrency that uses advanced applied
cryptography to provide enhanced privacy via shielded addresses.
Zcash is the first practical application of zk-SNARKs [20], a
specific type of zero-knowledge proof, a novel form of zeroknowledge cryptography.

Wallet investigation
The most useful type of investigation is because the most useful
forensic artifacts can be found. The transaction ID and amount can
be found in all wallets for all types of transactions. The wallet
passphrase in Monero wallet can be found after the creation of it, in
Verge wallet only when unlocking the wallet with the passphrase,
while in Dash and Zcash cannot be found. On the sender's side, the
recipient's public wallet address can be found in the Monero wallet,
the recipient's stealth address with a corresponding linked public
address or recipient's normal public address can be found in the
Verge wallet, and the recipient's private/public address can be found
in the Dash and Zcash wallets.

Zcash addresses are either shielded (z-addresses) or transparent
(t-addresses). Z addresses are private addresses and only the user
can see the balance in the wallet. Shielded addresses are the address
type that use zero-knowledge proofs to allow transaction data to be
encrypted but remain verifiable by network nodes [21]. Senders to a
shielded address may or may not include an encrypted memo.
Transparent addresses work similarly to Bitcoin addresses and do
not offer privacy for users [21].

4. Forensics investigation for Monero, Verge,
Dash and Zcash

Zcash has four basic types of transaction: transparent/public
transaction (t-address to t-address), shielding transaction (t-address
to z-address), de-shielding transaction (z-address to t-address), and
shielded/private transaction (z-address to z-address). In a
transparent transaction all transaction details are public (value is
revealed by both sender and receiver). This transaction works just
like Bitcoin, so it is not a huge forensics challenge. In shielding
transaction t address and its sending amount are public, z address is
encrypted. In de-shielding transactions t address and the amount, it
receives are public, and the z-address is encrypted. Recipients of a
shielded or de-shielding transaction do not learn about the sender's
address through the transaction receipt in their wallet. The receivers
only learn the value sent to their address(es) and if receiving to
shielded addresses, any encrypted memo that may have been
included by the sender [21]. Finally, in the most secure
shielded/private transactions the addresses, transaction amount, and
the memo field are all encrypted and not publicly visible.
Encryption is the main forensics challenge, so only the
shielded/private transactions are a forensics problem.

According to the previous section, if the transaction was private,
forensics investigators cannot find the valuable information on the
blockchain. The blockchain will show only general information
such as the date, the ID, and the fee. Forensics' valuable artefacts
can be found on the wallet, so if the investigator succeeds in
recovering, that would be good progress for the investigation. In
this section we analyze the investigations made by W. Koerhuis, T.
Kechadi, and N.-A. Le-Khac [6], and Juan Manuel Delgado García
[7].
Monero
Monero claims that a Monero account, or wallet, stores the
information necessary to send and receive Monero. In addition to
sending and receiving, the Monero Wallet software keeps a private
history of your transactions and allows you to cryptographically
sign messages. It also includes Monero mining software and an
address book [23]. The experiment done by W. Koerhuis, T.
Kechadi, and N.-A. Le-Khac confirms Monero's claim. In their
experiment, they created eight memory images: after the creation of
the wallet, after unlocking the wallet, after receiving one
transaction, after sending a transaction, after sending a transaction
with a full payment id, after receiving a transaction with an
integrated wallet address, after an OpenAlias resolve action, and
after the closure of the wallet. They found a wallet passphrase in
every image. It is valuable from a forensics perspective because
with a wallet passphrase forensics investigator can gain full control
over a wallet and all the funds inside. The public address of own
wallet was found in seven images (except the first one), it is
necessary information for receiving Monero. After the first
transaction there was a transaction ID and amount. In the next
images there was additionally a transaction(s) ID, which is a private
history of transactions. This refers to necessary information for
sending and finding a public receiving address. During the disk
analysis, they found out only two files monero-wallet-gui.log and
M0n3r0wall3t.address.txt (M0n3r0wall3t is the name of the wallet).
The first file is a general log file, and forensics artefacts were the
public address of own wallet, transaction IDs of all transactions, and
amounts of XMR received and sent. The second file contains only
the public address of the wallet. Also, they found an encrypted
{wallet_name}.keys file, this file contains the private keys, and can

The Chainalysis solution can trace 99% of transactions.
According to Chainalysis, roughly 14% of Zcash transactions
involve one of Zcash’s two shielded pools in some way. But of the
transactions that interact with a shielded pool, only 6% are
completely shielded, i.e., sender, receiver, and transaction amount
are all encrypted. That’s only 0.9% of all Zcash transactions. So
even though the obfuscation on Zcash is stronger due to the zkSNARK encryption, Chainalysis can still provide the transaction
value and at least one address for over 99% of ZEC activity [19].

3. Types of investigations of the private-oriented
cryptocurrencies
Blockchain investigation
Monero is the only cryptocurrency that has only private
transactions, while in other cryptocurrencies privacy and anonymity
are provided by a choice, not by default. Public transactions are
identical to transactions with public cryptocurrencies, so all
(forensic valuable) information can be found on the blockchain.
With Zcash shielding and de-shielding transactions, parts of
information can be found on the blockchain, explained in Section 2.
Private transactions with private-oriented cryptocurrencies when
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be decrypted with the passphrase. The passphrase was not found on
the disk, but the memory image experiment revealed the passphrase
so this file can be decrypted [6].

5. Conclusion
Blockchains are publicly visible to everyone, and the forensic
investigator can most easily access the information in them. With
public transactions, all transaction information is accessible in
plaintext on a blockchain. While with the properly implemented
private transaction the blockchain shows only general information
such as the date, the ID, and the fee. Privacy and anonymity are
provided in a variety of ways, but all use encryption which makes
forensic investigation almost impossible. There are solutions for
tracking transactions, but not for disclosing transaction information.
All network traffic except the DNS traffic is encrypted, so network
investigation can hardly be useful. Wallet investigation is the most
useful, because there are many helpful forensic artifacts related to
transactions. But this type is also the most unreal, because the
chances are very small that the forensic investigation will gain
access to the criminal's wallet.

Verge
W. Koerhuis, T. Kechadi, and N.-A. Le-Khac during the Verge
experiment discovered an interesting fact while sending a
transaction to a stealth address. When a sender initiates a fund
transfer to a stealth address, the sender's public one-time address is
saved in the transaction information. This one-time public address is
stored in the receiver's wallet and is viewable on the blockchain.
The one-time public address can now be linked to the recipient, and
if the receiver wants to spend the coins on that one-time public
address, that transaction can also be linked. After accepting the
transaction, the own linked normal public address to the
corresponding linked public address was discovered [6].
Dash
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actual reduction in the value of the security. Nowhere is the gap
between theory and practice wider than in the area of risk analysis.

1. Introduction
Several research studies have been presented in literature for
analysing and classifying the ways for assessing software security
[16]. The gap between research proposals and actual practices that
appear due to this is difficult to bridge completely. The main
purpose of this study is to secure systems from malicious attacks. It
is achieved through identification, authentication, information
assurance availability, integrity, confidentiality, analyses, and their
assessment.

This paper considers the important method to the analysis and
assessment of software risk within the multi criteria decision
technique and a description of the main statistical methods for
measuring security risk within multi-period. It commences by
defining the various forms of risk discussed in this paper and
examining experts’ attitudes towards risk. These fall conveniently
into methods intended to describe or highlight risk and methods
incorporating security riskiness within the programming code in
software applications. The paper concludes by examining the extent
to which the methods discussed are found in programming
languages C++, Python, and Java.

The assessment of software security is a decision-making
problem. The author of this paper proposes Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy AHP) for developing security systems.
Information security assessments include following triad:
confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA triad). The
confidentiality, integrity and availability are fundamental principles
for software security. Security developers apply each requirement
when analyzing how to protect information systems. Confidentiality
refers to the allowance of authorized access to sensitive and secure
data [1]. Integrity is a quality of appeal established by the ethical
assurance and resolution. Availability, in the context of a computer
system, refers to the ability of a user to access information or
resources for a specified duration [1].

Perfect certainty arises when expectations are single-valued,
that is, a particular outcome will arise rather than a range of
outcomes. Some investments come fairly close to a certain
investment.
Risk and uncertainty are not synonymous. Risk refers to the set
of unique consequences for a given decision which can be assigned
probabilities, while uncertainty implies that it is not possible to
assign probabilities.
For most investment software decisions, empirical evidence is
hard to find. The decision makers utilise subjective probabilities
where objective statistical evidence is not available. They can
subjectively assess the software risks involved based on the
available information about the success of a software development
projects.

P.L. Gorski and L.L. Iacono propose a critical review based on
security of software [7].
Yasser M. Hausaw provide a framework for integrating and
assessing security during software development life cycle [9].
Security software is concerned with whether a system can
survive accidental or intentional attacks on it from outside. One of
the most important problems in security software is the multicriteria assessment of the security efficiency. A valuable approach
to evaluating and predicting the security of a system is Fuzzy
Analytic Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy AHP). The state of the software
application is considered from attaker’s point of view. It is useful to
include expenses as a factor of the evaluation of security. The
author presents fuzzy multi-criteria decision making theory to
assess the system security characteristics and alternatives.

Because subjective probabilities may be applied to investment
decisions in a manner similar to objective probabilities, the
distinction between risk and uncertainty is not crucial, in practice,
and the two are often used interchangeably.

Software security is concerned with whether software
applications can survive cyber attacks and unauthorized access on it
from outside.

Risk identification and assessment is a crucial element of
software security analysis.

The software security assessment is presented to analyze
capabilities of software based on a tool proposed by the author of
the paper. In order to make multi-criteria decisions, all these
measures are combined. A method includes a wide variety of kinds
of uncertainty.

3. A multi-criteria decision-making method

System measures can be computed as solutions to programming
problems. Programming computations become impracticable when
a number of components in the system is large[2,3,10].

The assessment of risk associated with software security
comprises attacks come through vulnerabilities in the code, and
threats that software applications faces. Criteria common to
information security assessment have been identified and proposed
in a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDA) method.

For computing total loses, probabilities of various type of
attacks or their possibilities have to be known. In presented paper,
the author applies the probability theory for computing the security
measures.

Risk assessment of information security is an essential part of
development of secure systems.

2. Security risk

It is important to recognize the distinction between the
prediction of likely events and the course of action that may stem
from such prediction. Different options gives rise to different
considerations and qualitative assessments. Relevant and useful
information is central in predicting the degree of risk surrounding
future events and in selecting the best investment software options.

The risk dimension to capital budgeting of software solutions is
a crucial factor in the valuation of assess. Acceptance of a profitable
but highly risky investment proposal in software systems may
increase the perceived riskiness of the software and result in an
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The problem of security of information systems and its solving
takes considerable effort.

Step 3: Contain the decision makers (experts).
The experts of the software security play crucial roles for
discovering, analyzing, and responding to security problems. They
maintain and preserve software from security vulnerabilities,
threats, and risks.

The author of the paper uses the fuzzy method working with
triangular fuzzy elements described by Prof. Ramík [14, 15, 16, 27].
The FuzzyAHP is used to evaluate elements for decisionmaking under risk to predict the outcomes. The end result will be
efficient to solve the problem presented through the tool.

The assessment is performed by decision makers (experts). The
expert measures the importance of the criteria.

The AHP realises the evaluation process connected with the
Multiple-criteria decision-making under risk. The study proposes a
new method for a risk assessment of software development.

Step 4: Propose the scenarios
Scenarios 1: A flexible model – It is includes structured
language, strict syntactic rules, no errors, simplicity etc. Modules
are expanded and have scripting possibilities that can be
supplemented in other software systems.

The qualitative and qualitative criteria for risk events and
scenarios are used as preliminary lists for calculating the triangular
fuzzy evaluations and the risk assessment.

Scenarios 2: Useful Libraries

The weights of the criteria determine the relative importance
extracted from interviews with decision makers and risk analysis
experts. Therefore, with adjustments they can serve as risk
indicators for other multi-criteria decision making studies.

The security library are utilized by researchers and ethical
hackers.

The statistic information is beneficial to propose sensitivity
analysis, and come up with a solution. They can be compared with
results obtained from other decision makers in different
assumptions of risk assessment [11,12,13].

The clear syntax contributes cyber security professionals to
quickly specify and improve programming code and to find errors
in the software.

Scenarios 3: Clear Syntax

Scenarios 4: Increase capacity and functionalities of software
possibilities based on security demand. The programming code
must be suitable for testing and maintenance.

University lecturers can use the proposed method to teach and
explain the FAHP technique for risk assessment in various studies
for software security.

Scenarios 5:
Adjusting to overhauls, new resources,
deconstructions and upgrades.

The experts propose their choices in form of triangular fuzzy
elements in a pair-wise comparison matrix. In order to derive the
weights from a matrix and to calculate the consistency of the
information on decision maker’s preferences, the pair-wise
comparison matrixes with triangular fuzzy elements are used.

Upgrading security features integrate other possibilities to
improve and increase software usability.
All scenarios are united to reply to security challenges and to
prevent from future vulnerabilities and threats. They are presented
in figure 2.

The author of the paper implements the approach described by
Ram´ık [16]. The mathematical theory described in this paper has
been implemented into a software tool.
The Fuzzy AHP (FAHP) method ranking elements includes the
following steps:
Step 1: The author of the paper proposes the eight criteria
presented in figure 1 named attacks, vulnerabilities, penetration
testing, threats, assets, security measures, unauthorized access, and
security alerts.
The weights of criteria of the pair-wise comparison matrix are
expressed by triangular fuzzy elements. It can be problematic for
the decision makers to compare certain pairs of criteria. In these
cases, the experts use the data not only in form of real numbers, but
also fuzzy numbers.

Fig. 2 Define scenarios

Step 5: Elements of the matrixes are set. The fuzzy weights are
appear. The NI index is calculated. The result is presented in a
graph.
A matrix

is of the following form:

where for all i. j =1,…,n:
,

are

real
numbers
for a chosen fixed

Fig. 1 Define criteria

(

Step 2: The list of alternatives that are estimated are Java,
Python, and C++.
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is

is an n×n matrix with triangular fuzzy elements. The matrix
reciprocal, if the following condition is satisfied:
implies that ji =
, (reciprocity) for all
ij=(

i,j = 1,2,...,n, i.e.:

where
The fuzzy weights
, k=1,…,n, are then
derived in this procedure as follows [14,15,16,27]:

.
,
Fig. 3 Define scenarios with the assessments of expert 2

The assessment of criteria is done by multiple experts in figure
4.
.
To measure the consistency of the pair-wise comparison matrix
with triangular fuzzy elements, Ram´ık proposed the following
index [14, 15, 16, 27]:

,
where

Fig. 4 The assessment of criteria

Various scenarios (states of the world) are proposed together
with their probabilities and results in figure 5.

The value of the index ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means that
the matrix is fully consistent.
Step 5.1: a pair-wise comparison decision-making matrixes with
triangular fuzzy elements are constructed. The experts determine
the weights of the elements above the main diagonal. The decision
makers propose each triangular fuzzy element as three numbers,
divided by a space. The triangular fuzzy elements are proposed by
multiple experts in figure 3(the assessments of Expert 2).

Fig. 5 Assessment of scenarios

Step 5.2: The results estimated from the pair-wise comparison
matrix are displayed in form of a graph. The derived fuzzy weights
are presented and then the consistency through the NI index is
calculated. They are presented in Figure 4.

The alternatives are then estimated for each of the scenarios.

6. Viewing the results
The resulting overall assessments are calculated for each of the
experts. When all pair-wise comparison matrices are made, the
resulting overall assessments of the elements can be considered.
The resulting assessments of the alternatives are presented for each
of the experts in figure 6.

The MCDM technique derives fuzzy weights from a matrix and
then measures the inconsistency of the suggestions provided by the
decision makers.
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Fig. 6 Assessment of scenarios

The developer of software need to be aware of the
vulnerabilities in the used programming language and execute
secure code. Secure programming is accepted to be practice to
minimize the risk from cyber attacks. Specific security scenarios
that must be used by a programmer to minimize security
programming gaps are proposed.
The method is utilized to assess security capability of three
languages: Java, Python, and C++. The results show that C++
programming language has the lowest security features. Python has
high-security capability.
The method for security software presented in this paper can be
applied by programmers and software security developers for
measuring the level of security capability of used programming
languages, and mitigate vulnerabilities and attacks on software
applications.

4. Conclusion
A review of security risk methods is provided in this report,
including Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDA) approaches. A
security risk assessment technique based on the AHP fuzzy method
is proposed.
This paper applies the probability theory for computing security
measures of systems and to generalize the probabilistic security
methods. From the presented results, it is concludes that the
obtained security assessments are non-trivial and intuitively
explainable. The security of the system is analyzed with information
about the probability distributions of attack, of costs, etc.
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Abstract: Automatic classification of seismic sources finds vast application security domain. Due to restricted computational power in the
edge devices a robust and less complex features need to be extracted and sent to appropriate classifier. Such features are histograms of
oriented gradients. It represented the relative spectral distribution of derivative of amplitude against frequency instead of average spectral
envelope.
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SVM tries to find a line that maximizes the separation between a
two-class data set of 2-dimensional space points. To generalize, the
objective is to find a hyperplane that maximizes the separation of
the data points to their potential classes in an n-dimensional space.
The data points with the minimum distance to the hyperplane
(closest points) are called Support Vectors. The hyper line takes the
form of line if classification is based on 2 features, a plane for 3
features or volume figure for 4 and more dimensions of the features
used to characterize the objects being classified. The current paper
use binary SVM classification and is focused on extracting robust
features to be fed to the classifier.

1. Introduction
With advancement of computer vision many researchers try to
implement robust algorithms and feature descriptors of this domain
[1] into classifying seismic signals so the make spectrograms and of
the signal with respect of time and try to classify the objects as if
they are image. In example [1] and [2] use convolution neural
networks, while [4] use local binary descriptors, and [5] use
wavelets. Although the results are impressive there are several
factor making this classification features and classifiers hard to
implement in real time classification working on the edge due to the
following reasons:


lack of large open access database with seismic
signals. The fairly small training database makes the
use of neural networks unpractical;



training neural networks require more time, because
of the high computational complexity of the training
process, and hardware with at least average GPU is
not available to the researcher;



extracting features based on wavelet analysis are
computationally expensive and can not be applied on
low energy consumption microcontroller, supposed
to work on the field for prolonged amount of time,
because such microcontrollers lack the computational
power to perform extensive calculations like multiple
convolutions of signal with different wavelet
functions;



applying computer vision algorithms directly needs
several measurements of the signal and concatenating
them as image, which requires not only memory, but
also significantly more time in order to accumulate
these measurements. For moving vehicles by the time
enough data is collected the target may be long gone.
Even if we sample the signal in shorter time frames,
the time/frequency resolution ambiguity which is
typical for the Fourier transformation will take effect
of the resolution of the specter, and because of the
very narrow frequency range of such signals –
occurring between 1[Hz] and 300[Hz] time frame
length for acquiring the measurement is of high
important, improving the frequency resolution by
adding “buckets of zeros” works only to a certain
extent.

2. Feature extraction
Seismic signal sources used in current paper are wheeled and
tracked vehicles, more specifically:

bat-2m, which is bulldozer with tank chassis, refered
further in paper as “bat”.


kraz_tmm, six wheeled truck designed to carry,
pontoons, referred in the paper as “kraz_tmm”;

Features used for classification are taken from the frequency
domain of the signals in order to achieve phase invariance. Unlike
neural network, where features are extracted automatically based on
the large training dataset, here the features must be handcrafted due
to small volume of data. Therefore a spectral representation of the
signal need to be made, as shown in figures below[7,8]. The data is
taken on 22.06.2020 and 23.06.2020 with sensor with id: 1.1,
sensitive in frequency range between 1[Hz] and 300[Hz].Two runs
are made for every vehicle:

forward -vehicle moving away from the sensor;

backward – vehicle moving towards the sensor.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2:
After fft transformation with hamming window and windows
overlap 0.75 the following spectrograms are constructed:

Taking into consideration the specifics of the task – training
classifier with small database, in narrow frequency bandwidth on
hardware with low computational resource, supposed to perform on
low power consumption/low processing power device, the most
practical approach is to use traditional machine learning algorithms
like Gauss Mixture Model(GMM), Support Vector Machine(SVM),
Principle Component Analysis(PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis
and/or other types of classifiers. The classifier of choice Linear
Support Vector Machine in which the data can be classified into
two linearly separated classes. In the base form, linear separation,

Fig. 1 Spectrogram for bat_2m “bat”, moving away from
the sensor.
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matching of the peaks would not be sufficient as feature descriptor.
Although it could be used as feature with lower weight on the
decision in future work. A robust feature must take into account the
curvature of the spectral distribution for single frame, and allow for
frequency and amplitude fluctuations of the signal[4]. If such
feature is based on histograms in the sub bands of the spectrum it
could compensate for said fluctuations. Another consideration is the
selection of right amount granularity. What is meant by granularity
is the width bins of histogram, used as classifying feature. Such
feature is the histogram of oriented gradients, used in computer
vision. In general this features works by finding contours in an
image and creating histogram of this gradient’s magnitude 𝑔 and
angle 𝜃. In our case the HOG descriptor has to be adapted to one
dimensional case. The steps for feature extracting are: HOG is
implemented in the following steps:


Fig. 2 Spectrogram for bat_2m “bat”, moving towards
the sensor.

creating series of Fourier samples on the signal
temporal frequency spectrogram as shown in fig. 5
and fig. 6:

Fig. 3 Spectrogram for bat_2m “bat”, moving away from
the sensor.
Fig. 5 Specter of bat_2m “bat”, moving towards the sensor at
the 0-th second in linear (upper) and logarithmic (lower) scale.
Frequencies are displayed on horizontal axis, normalized
amplitudes are displayed on the vertical axis.

Fig. 4 Spectrogram for bat_2m “bat”, moving away from the
sensor.
The figures show spectrograms in linear and logarithmic scale.
Where the linear scale is on the first row, and logarithmic scale on
the second. Vertical axis shows the frequency in Hertz and
horizontal axis shows the time in seconds. Each spectrogram is
divided in to four columns for better scaling of the amplitudes of the
signal which are coded as color. Although signal is not processed as
image for the reasons stated in introduction, it is still useful to
observe the whole seismic picture of the process. For example
frequency shift is observed in last two columns in fig. 1, fig.3, fig.4.
The effect happens at the end of the run when the vehicle has
gained speed. This effect is particularly visible in fig.4 row 2,
columns 3 and for where the peak at the 5.4-th second is observed at
frequency 89[Hz] and reaches frequency 145[Hz] in the end of the
recording at the 10.8-th second. Therefore simple frequency

Fig. 6 Specter of kraz_tmm
sensor at the 8.60064-th
logarithmic (lower) scale.
horizontal axis, normalized
vertical axis.

“kraz_kraz”, moving towards the
second in linear (upper) and
Frequencies are displayed on
amplitudes are displayed on the

For further processing only the logarithmic scale is to be used as
it has better amplitude range
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processing the spectrogram like an image by
applying gradient filter for the vertical component of
the signal
−1 0 1. This filter moves
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horizontally through the signal and in current
“position” of the signal writes the difference between
the next and the previous value of the amplitude.
Finding the absolute magnitude of the gradient the
angles gradient in every position of the spectrogram
using formulas (1) and (2)
𝑔𝑖 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠 𝑆𝑖+1 − 𝑆𝑖 −1 ,
(1)
where 𝑆𝑖 is the amplitude at the i-th frequency
𝜃𝑖 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(𝑔𝑖 /∆𝑓)

(2)
where ∆𝑓 is the difference between the i-1–th and i+1-th frequency.






Split the spectrogram into cells with suitable length,
which is chosen heuristically (in this paper the chosen
cell size is 12). For every cell perform calculations
based on formulas 1 and 2. Classical HOG splits
spectrogram into blocks, which then are split further
into cells with overlapping windows, such procedures
are not done here, as they do not improve the
accuracy of the classifier.
Create a vector of length 9 with where every position
represents the slope of the signal in current cell, in
degrees between 0 and 180 with step 20 degrees. The
value in each position in the vector represent the sum
of the amplitudes in cell occurring in the slope bin.
Normalize each vector and concatenate

Fig. 8 confusion matrix of binary SVM classifier with clases
kraz_tmm and bat.
The volume of testing data set of kraz_tmm consisted of 44
samples, while the data set of bat consisted of 40 samples. From fig.
7 can be seen that 34 of 44 kraz_tmm samples are correctly
recognized, while 10 has been misclassified as bat. Regarding the
other class 29 of 40 samples has been correctly recognized as bat
and 11 has been misclassified. In order to get the chance of correct
prediction of each class we normalized values in fig. 8 for each row.
The result is shown in fig. 9.

The resulting hog descriptors extracted from the
logarithmic scales specters in fig.5 and fig.6 are shown in fig.
7.

Fig. 9 normalized confusion matrix of binary SVM classifier
with clases kraz_tmm and bat.
As it can be seen the results are 77% and 72% for correct
classification, which is good result for SVM classifiers in general.
Fig. 7 HOG descriptor for kraz_tmm and bat. The vertical
axis represents the normalized values calculated in step 4
from the procedure, the horizontal value represent the
number of features extracted from single fft frame.

4. Overview
Although though better results can be achieved using neural
networks the latter require significantly more time to train, and
much higher volume of training dataset. Current results can be
further improved by adding more features, in example spectral
centroid, peaks and spectral bandwidth for different sub bands of
the signal. Still hog descriptors the perform stable and should be
considered solid foundation of classification features in any
classifier. Also differ classifiers could be used after consideration
their pros and cons, as well the training dataset volume.

3. Classification results
In order to evaluate the robustness of the features we extracted
from the signal, we train linear SVM classifier with 75% of the
samples we got from the spectrograms figures 1 to 4. The other
25% will be used for testing. The general idea is that the classifier
should be tested on samples it “sees” for first time. In order to
visualize the results we use confusion matrix. On the vertical scale
are shown the true signal source of each sample belongs, and on the
horizontal the predicted ones.

The results are aimed at the implementation of Work Package 2
"Intelligent Security Systems" of project BG05M2OP001-1.0020006 "Construction and development of the Competence Center
"Quantum Communication, Intelligent Security Systems and Risk
Management (Quasar)", which has received funding from the
European Regional Development Fund through the Operational
Program "Science and Education for Smart Growth" 2014-2020.
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